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permanent, and the may suf.
tered the practice of law and i
reit the same fate as has over1
continued in this almost up to
coma hundreds of their followthe time of his removal to his
!soldiers during the week, who
farm. In this he was very sucGhoulish Facts of the Fighting oh got over
only to meet their
cessful. lie was active in poll- I
the Borders of the Stream Be- 'death, but, the Belgium and
tics,
being a leader of the demoBank of Hazel, Hazel, Owe.
tween Ales and Germans.
The democratic campaign in this state is drawing to
French lines, for the time be- I
crude
forces, and he served for
--In Hands of Commissi.om
ing at least, have been drawn a close. It has been a short and vigorous contest. The
several years as county judge.
back about this point."
campaign committee, under the skillful direction of Mr. When the movemen
t was
London, Oct. 27.-- The corre. Thomas II. Rhea has made one of. the most effective or- strated for the Planters ProtecTeachee's Assaciatioa.
On account of inability to
spondent of the daily Mail in
l ganizations ever brought together in Kentucky.
Association, Judge Bing- iin
With
a
upon loans the doors of realtiv t be
Northern France, telegraphing
The teacher's association will'campaign chairma
ham warmly espoused the
n
in
every
county
and
a
caul"'
live, active
Citizens Bank, of this city, were
under the date of Sunday night be held at Kirksey, Ky., Nov. 7
, conimitteemar in every precinct, nothing has been left un- and aided all he could by both
regarding the lighting on the 1914., as follows:
rnorm
niin
say. an d
r
making speeches and by writing
c oilli
river Yser, says:
t atini:rlyCom
Devotional Exercises. - Rev. done to secure the interest of every democratic voter, articles to advance its interests. State
'There were 2.500 German bo- Rufus Riley.
The result is that the united democracy_ will go to the j Later he was elected as secre- Th0111116 J. Smith, of Frankfurt.
and deputy.
H. Hoi num, of
dies in the Yser canal this morWelcome Address.
B. Mc. polls on Nov. 3rd to cast their votes for Ex-Governoritary to the organization and as
ning after the fighting in the Boyd.
Madisonville, arrived here Tue.-Beckham, Camden and for A._ W. Barkley, democratic such he rendered it a most Yalu- day
night.
Many of them were
morning and took charge al'
Response. R. M. Phillips.
nominee fur Congress in this district. In this final week able service.
drowned and others were bayothe institution.
Discuss the purpose of a counof the campaign every democratic leader in the state is on Judge Bingham is survived by On Wednesday afternoon amnetted. The very water itself ty teacher's associati
on.--Dollie
his wife, one daughter, Mrs.
was bloody, while Dizmude's Smith and Christy Potts.
nouncement was made that the
the stump urging the voters to roll up an old-time demo- Jelin
S. Lawrence, of Cadiz, and
Bank
streets were strewn thick with
of Hazel, of Hazel, had alcratic
majorit
y
for
the
Correlate reading with histowhole ticket. Senator James has one son, Jabez Bingham, who
the dead.
110 closed its doors and turned ovry and geography. Frank Rad- returned from Washington and the democratic nominees lives with his parents.
er to the same state offisiabs.
"These ghoulish facts alone ford, Gladys Rogers and
Ever- for congrees are giving an account of their stewardship in
Funeral services were held
give some idea of the savage- ette Clark.
Mr. J. D. Rowlett., has been
Monday afternon and interment
their respective districts.
ness of the fighting, the despersworn
in,as deputy state COMWhy are the boys and girls of
place in the cemetery at
While there is every assurance of an easy victory the took
ation of the German attacks and our county in school.
missioner and was placed in
Cadiz.
Lubie
charge of the Citizens Bunk.
the stublx)rness of the allies' re- Thurman, Herbert
Brinn and democratic campaign committee is leaving nothing to
sistance.
chance and is working just as hard as if .the republicans Your Fall Cold Needs Attention. while Mr. R. T. Wells was placWillie Cox.
ed in charge of the Bank of Ha'The night was a hell font
What is grammar and discuss had a strong candidate a
- nd-a thorough organization. The No use to fuss and try to wear zel. These gentleme
dark to dawn. At almost every fully.-Atlanta Bynum,
n have exeIt out. It will wear you out inPrentice only fear is that democratic voters may regard
the
race
cuted bond and are now ha
point of the line man was op-'Turner and Annie
Underwood. as already won
and stay away from the polls. Chairman stead. Take Dr. King's New charge of the two institutive.
posed by man, sometimes at a
Noon.
Discovery, relief follows quickly.
few hundred yards' distance,
Is the present system of issue- Rhea of the campaign committee urges every democratic It checks your Cold and Soothes The affairs of both banks will be
adjusted at the very earliest
but more often in close grips. ling two grades of
County certiti- voter to go the polls early and take his neighbor with him your Cough away. Pleasant,
date
Face to face men even wrestled ' cates just to the boys
possible and every assurand girls. and cast his vote for the straight ticket.
Antiseptic and Healing. Childance
is
and died by drowning each oththat depositors will
R. Tones and L. C. TreysThe personal interest that President Wilson has shown- ren.like it. Get a 50c bottle of be paid given
er in the canal waters. The than.
dollar for dollar, while
in the election of democratic senators and congressmen Dr. King's New Discovery and it is possible that the stock-holdGermans had had orders to get I Address.-Supt. Lucile
keep it in your house. "Our
Gro- from this- state has
brought. to the democratic voters a family
ers will receive only a part of
through that night, cost what it gan.
Cough and Cold Doctor"
realizin
might.
g
sense
of
the
importa
nce of this contest. He is writes Lewis Chamberlain, Man- their holdings.
Discuss the value of the high
The financial conditions result"An officer of theirs who was,school:to the_boy and girl.--R. looking to Kentucky to give him a practically solid dele- chester, Ohio. Money back
if ing from the European
war and
captured said that the delay ofi E. Broach.
gation in congress to aid him in the settlement of the not satisfied, but it nearly althe fact that these banks had admore than a week in crossing; Should the first three grades great problems that
confront the administration. One,ways helps,
vanced considerable amounts on
this waterway had incensed thel be held in the school room as
stamp
under
the
rooster
will
cast
a
vote
for
tobacco
Governo
that is still unsold and
r
Buried
Neath
Gravel.
Tens
of
autocratic military mind in Ger- many hours per day as the othwere unable to collect on thew
many. 'It must be crossed to.'ers. - Mavis Miller, Bernard Beckham and Senator Camden and your democratic nominee for Congress. Cast it early, and help to put' the Buried alive beneath tons of loans is the reason'for their &snight if it costs thousands of Crawford and Vera Hurt.
men. That, in effect, was the ' What do you do to induce lag- whole state in line with the progressive policies of the ab- gravel which fell upon hint ing.
while he was driving a team in- The July statement issued by
order given and the German gards to work.-Bradie Denham lest president we have had in the white house
since
Thom-,
to
the pit of Lee Freeman, three the Citizens Bank showed depoissoldiers, all credit to them, did and Tolbert Oliver.
as Jefferson.
_miles
south of Sposonia, in its amounting to $11068.91,
their best.
General _discussion" and reGraves
county, last Saturday and loans of $l:16,038.41, while
"Probably 5,000 of them gave., marks.-_
_ - -morning
at 7 o'clock Joe Nance, the capital stock amounts to
A
cordial invitation is extendtheir lives last night.
They l
40 years old, died an hour later $39,550.00.
could not give more, yet they ed all to be uresenL-Committee.
just after his lifeless body was The Bank of Hazel was orgafailed, but not because the GerCourt Convens Second Monday.
removed
from the mass of earth nized in 1904 and has a capital
mans did not literally obey their
Livery Stable of Bishop & Owen, Oae of Trigg County's Most In,by felloW workers.
• - Nance's of $20,000, surplus of a2.00()
orders. They crossed the wa- The regular November
term
and the Home of Jas. Carter, I fluential Citizens is Claimed
and deposits of $68,000. The
neck
and
back
broken.
were
terway all right as they were I of_ the Calloway Circuit
Court
immediate cause of the closing
Are
Nance
Destroyed
and
another
by
man
Fire.
who
By
Death.
bid, but once through they could, will be convened the
second
of
the bank was the failure of
were
engaged
in hauling gravel
not make good. They were!Monday in next month, the
9th.
'the
Citizens' Bank of Murray.
from
drove
the
pit
a
team
into
mowed down with rifle shot,!Quite a numb. of
important The livery stable on the south! Death
!which
was placed in the hands
bottom
of
the
the
excavati
on
to
came to Judge G. B.
torn into humans fragments by suits have bet
I
filed for the side of the square,
of
Banking
the
Department last
their
get
first
o'clock.
load
at
7
operated
andTBin
gham, of Trigg county, at
shells and bayonetted back yard term and indi ions that
the owned by C. A. Bishop and LeMonday.
Without
warning
heavy
a
layer
home
near
Montgom
ery, Sunby yard over their own dead docket will be one of the
heavi- land Owen, was destroyed by day
of gravel slid down upon Nance, ' Following the close of the
aft
into the waters of the canal. I est for several years. The
pan- fire Tuesda!, evening at about Last
March Judge Bingham who walf_caught and buried be- doors of the Bank of Hazel, the
Into the very gray of the morn-'els from which the juries,
will 8:30 o'clock together with six- •uffered
a stroke of paralysis neath it. His companion escap- Hazel Merchantile Co., made a
ing this bloody work went on so, be drawn have been announce
d teen head of horses, a number from which
he had been an in- ed by jumping, while the two deed of assignment.
fiercely that there was hardly a and Sheriff Patterson and
depu- of vehicles and quite a large valid
ever
since and had never mules hitched to the wagon on
trench or bridge guard along,ties have been busy the
Lynn Grove.
past amount of feed stuff. The fire regained
power of speech to which Nance was seated also
the
the whole line that did not ima- week serving summons.
The originated about
the center of any extent, though his mind had escaped.
gine that he had been singled ; panels are composed of the
Lots of sickness to report.
fol- the building and when discover- cleared.
For some time past Immediately after the cave in, The little girl of B. B. Story's
out for special attack.
I lowing named citizens:
workers about the pit began dig.
is very low with heart dropsy.
"It is believed that some 5,-1 Grand Jury.-S. J. Spiceland, ed was under such headway his strength had been ebbing
ging
for Nance. They recoverthat
was
it
not
possible
and
to
re.
the
last few days it was ap000 Germans crossed the river Lucian Adams, J. P. Robinson,
Mrs. Rile Darnell and son are
ed his body about 8 o'clock. He
Yser, but hardly one of them got J. W. Lawrence, I. W. Billing- move the live stock or equip- parent that the end was near.
very
sick with fever.
breathing
was
still
. Dr. Redment. The fire was of unknown
Judge Bingham was about fifback. Those to the north and ton, Clarence E. Penny, Wm. N.
Mr. Henry Waldrop, ct the
wine and another physician exnorthest of Dixmude, probably Pullen, Charlie Clark, Clint origin. The building was own- ty-five years* of age and since
Coldwate
r section, is very low
amined
almost
him,
but
before
ed
by
F.
Stum,
P.
of Madison- attaining manhood he had play2.000, were met by a fire rally Drinkard, Elbert Lassiter, Chartyphoid
fever.
with
ville. Mr. Stum carried $3.000 ed
importantpart in the a - the examination showed Nance's
of Belgian infantry and of the lie M. McNutt, Geo. B. Cooper,
C. W. Story is on the sick list.
insurance and Messrs. Bishop & l fairs of his native county. He condition helples he expired.
cavalry who had tethered their W. J. Mayfield, Ji R. Bridges,
. ieves_
Owen had $3,500 on their live was a man of the highest ,integ- The remains were removed to also Mrs. Newt R
horses and were driven by main J. B. Lamb, Albert A, Jones, G.
home
the
the
of
deceased
stock and contents.
and
Rev. J. C. Rudd filled his aprity and a generous nature that
force at the bayonet's point to W. Copeland, J. Montgomery,
prepared for burial.
The
home
Jas.
of
pointmen
Carter,
t at this lace 3rd Sunleft
on
no
call
distress
of
pass
unthe river canal and into it.
A. J. Burkeen, Lan Crouch. Sam
the Nathan Stubblefield farm, heeded His home was one of The deceased is survived by. a day with large attendence.
Barber,
J. I. Brewer, J. Will west
"Thera must have been fran- F.
of the city, was destroyed the most hospitable anywhere widow and four children.
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Miller arsd
tic scenes, and the bodies seen Cooper, Geo. Booker.
by tire last Monday morning at and he and his family took no
Hopeless Lung-Trouble Cured. Mr. and Mrs. Pies Rogers atin the water on the next day , Petitt Jury:-Edgar Clever. about 5 o'clock.
Mr. Carter got deeper delight than entertaining
tended the Baptist associatiork
!Buford Albritton, A. J. Myers,
gave grim testimony of this.
-, Many recoveries from Lung at Hazel Thursday.
l up and made a fire in the kitch- their friends.
"About 3,000 German infan- W W Howard. Noah Webb,_ C. l en stove and went back to bed
He was deeply-interested in Troubles are dee to Dr. Bell's
Esq. Tom Jones has his new
trymen gotinto Dizmude. They W. Malcom. W. W. Chunn, Noah and the-fire resulted and was un.
Pine-Tar-lioney. It strengthens
farming
and
almost completed, which
while
house
many
years
P.
Parks,
John
Robins, John .der great headway when discovheld it for a time, but
the Langs, checks the Cough
t
of
his
life
was
spent
in
adds
Hendric
to
h. looks of his place
Cadiz,
J.
L.
Wilcox, Geo. l ered. Nothing was saved from
shell fire and rifle fire the pla
and gives relief at once.-Mr.
he
nearly
always
had
very
a
farm'.
Wilson.
W.
F.
Gilbert,
S.
was riddled through and throts,
Wilkins, Gates. NC
A.1%he burning building. Mr. CarOur school is progressing nicNoah-, ter had about $200 insnrance on He was raised at Wallonig and I writes: "I used Dr. Bell's Pinegh. The Germans dashed Out these Rufus L. Canon. Ed Stub
e
for years after he was married
ly
under the management of K.
of the crumbling houses only to lefield, Henry C. Beaman,
Tar-Honey
case
the contents of his home.
a
in
given
up
as
he lived on a big farm there.
be wiped out by a sirocco of N. Wicker, C. C. Yarbrough,
bonelessd
effected a corn- E. Broach and assistants.
Selling
this he moved to Cadiz
Daniel
Wear,
Geo.
E. Shelton, Keep Your Stomach and Liver
shrapnel and shot in the streets
Success to the Ledger and its
plete
cure."
Get
a bottle of Dr.
and remained there until a year
' Q. D. Wilson, R. W. Shelton
reader/I.-For get me not.
Healthy
"When Sunday morning broke
Bell's
Pine-Tar-Honey.
your
If
or two ago, when he bought the
the dead and wounded were ev- John T. Houston, J. P. Smother&valuable dressing for flesh
J. F. Giles place near Montgom- , cough is sfry and hacking let it
man, W. L. Underwood, Geo.'
erywhere.
trickle down your throat, you Wounds, burns, scalds, old SOMp,.
Dixmude was a
I.
working
ery
where
'er
he
had
and
regular
since
actSaunders
made
,
Robt. H. Broach, Risemetery, but in the woods not
will surely get relief. Only 25c rash, eluded skir Is BALLARD'S
Bowels i gusrantee if you his borne.
SNOW LINIMENT, it is both
far away the Germans rallied ley W. Gunter, C. F. Kindred, ling
your druggist.
at
's New Life
In public affairs .Judge Bing, R. F. Shackelford, W.. R. But- I will use Dr.
healing and antiseptic. Price
their forces. They held a
Pills. They ins
good Diges- ham took a deep interest. Soon
P°s"Iterworth,
E.'
50c anti $1.00 per bottle..
E.
Roberts,
Miss
Ethel
Henley,
Heraget7
14
tion under a desperate fire. and
tion, correct, go tipation and after moving to Cadiz and for years, died last Thursday morn- SoXl by Dale & Stabblefield.
King,
John
Roberta
Ivey
Joe
F.
eventually were rein forcd. The Lut
I have an ,aaceieo . c_ :effect .o several years thereafter he was kg( at that home of her uncle, John L. I•Vrather; ef
-- -- allies could not- -Duet them, and
- -the whole systemify your part owner of a paper published Clint Drinkard. after a linger. Texas. has been in the county
the GermAns are cal across the. A child of Chealey Beach, Wood
ancLrid _you
"ill body there then sundlt the parne_oti ing indiss. The remains 41
ate piat-tao-elaya-the guest of
__aa._-......essee.:::..tatest of Kirksey-,-- le-veryesick of volfoofig tirticZahh:The ciw-els;tin'The telephone." Sellinmg.carried to Bethany_ ivav_eyard_
l_atives_aniinsacting • bus/.
_
'Their preseace
bndiges
-sasy
tion.
not
..
ly 26c., at sow' druggist:- ihintirest in the paper to ea.'GI:tea county, for burial.
new
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'PARIS SAYS GERMAN
ATTACK REPULSED

FRENCH TROOPS
IN ALSACE AGAIN

WE CAN PAY ALL OUR DEBTS

HARD FIGHTING AT VERDUN

PETROGRAD EttAIMS VICTORY'

Airy Diseharged After Ilitetistm All.
Night Mission- Ten ler Asiustlel,
Rive 'allele Taken,
-411•001a. le I - Aft•r i I hour. gad
minute. of Bits bitterest wrangling
that the little haessu county Quoin
SCIARD. SANKSPIS AND
CON
111/11.01UM
FIGHTING
has over known, the Jur', la whoa, MILEICOURT, WHICH COMMANDS
IN
INGLIGI•
TAM 46UNY
ROADS LSADING FROM VANPAIN
hands th• tale of Mrs 'Moreno,. Fula
TINUSS WITHOUT DICID110 AD
CONFIR.
lin Carman Is:, hileagreml and was
INNIS, TAKEN BY FR1114014.
VANTAGIk IIITNIR SIDS
tilscheased. The dual and almost first
ote was IV fur.acquitial sad two for
, 'cG
M ee
The
t we
m en
wtrn
, roughout the hit's, aleeplisee night
.1 o'oil out &Mainet tile popular cry fur
osequittal were Jowl!' 14
Astiloti.
$1
.
0
.000•000. II•vviver. IS ilkillici•nt to
manager fur a publishing house of Memorable Battle Seine Waled en
British Clustbeeto Searching sass F•t
Satisfy Ingland - May Reopen
e'en Washington, and William ti
Laud. Ile• end In Air-Germane
0.ret.e cramora- Bests Ne Long
Hovey, the brawny salesman, who us
Cation lisithenges--Stetik
,
Aro Indeavering to Break
er Needed as Convey.- After
cupied
Chair
No
1 in the jury box.
'hangs* Closed Some Time.
Through Center of Line,
linden and learlervehe
Haggard, sullen and hopeless. the
.ffe.••••••=1
Airy gave up the light anti reported to
Justify, Kelby that there was not a
Washington
Financial turves of
New York.,
--The 'Realism along the
bane. of their agreeing. TheirdeAfter days of Iricebsee.,
New York
lb. federal poserlinient, sided hy
North nest coast and for many miles to
fighting dents at last hove been mails
friendly uttonsil of prominent Aineri liberations were turn by arguments the south
appear'
, to hare* changed
in that part of the battle Mae
'tan bankers and representative, te which could he heard us the eourt• little.
A ucciitlituatittia of the great
had run viritielly straight north end
Great Detain, were turned toward re- house stem and the 10 men who battle
Mut
hem
been
progress
lti
sliwe
mouth from 'spree, In Belgium In the r
adjustment of the foreign ex' haulm fought for Mrs. tarnian's liberation the (terms's%
e.sayed
I heir ads•ness on
combined in open. warfare against
bond In tho oleo* In the shiftily of
market, disturbed by the European .
the coyest toward French seaport. Is
the torsos( if Alitue. In "'ranee.
A lmelo and Hovey
They threatened
war.
yeelortati In oofflt lel diepatches, and stv
.above Ile coon
Just a short distant.
!tor more than three hours the fed to throw Aahlon "out of the window,- personify
the fire of the opposing forcep
and Ashton snood tile ground, defying
ter this line now curses like an
oral reserve hoard, $ir George Petah 4..
is leseortilltst more deepssrato than lituer,
viorted letter ."Fl," Ihso slily. hating
Y out their threat
It with
and Basil II Illeckett, representing
"' carrcharara and o Insister
pu•lird !leek the tlermana east of Ar
English treasury, and some of the best was said they would have don* en
shies
both
niatitiereis In an endeatior to press into
liaown bankers in New York, discuss had notev the rugged giant.
Germany is said to have many then
Goners, elyeene Hoopoe wine wee gent kills, and the (terming having feriae/1 General yen Hauser,, fe,mor
Sd the 'Mutation lu all its aspect. Ar luntt”
.
" to wint".° slits "It declared sands
re etiburcementa to aid the
man:
o InncyoTknot
v
e y.lim
rd
.
y ont
eh theof Twhairefema
emillestree et the revolutionary forge' the allies to alt.. ground 11/4/111141
eording to those present nu note of Vital it would be tote
y to throw right
is
Sing IS for. lug his war through
rioll•
lo
In south•rn China and was acelsimilef liaiset.,
peesimism was wounded at the meet. him out also.
army
what is, from a 'strategic vlewpollit,
..
by the reformers as the mainspring et trot od ilethime, a rallroad rrenter lieV•
lag, and there was •v•ory reason to he
of
the most impertant piece of territory
the Chinese revolution, Is in the Unit' en miles west oif 1,a II
II.,. all Uto problem. which loomed
"
a
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hesIsA•7Iys
lis
"
1111:
8 11711
;•wh
illehvev'hisi
est:
in Northern Belgium
Delelans
The
14 States studying our form of wry
reently
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mouths ago will be solved without'
Gess his operations against the &he%
of Other Oil Vessels Map Be that Frvn(•11 reenforcemonta, and
nrithettiefritill to alti the allied troops
greet difficulty
Here are the salient
sibly
British,
have
been
up
brought
c.
AdjustedIn holding batik the tier:min ails an •
Their Release Dete•rul•
conclusions reached by the confer
aid the allied Armies.
nothing was sotto loafed In the report
ed by United State,.
once:
Th• lets!et
(Ifflehil VI/MMUS
AltkIrch, In Upper Alsace, neer the
American bankers stand ready to
Isation
declares
attacks
all
of the nor
WasillIngton. losues arising from
Swims frontier, has been taken by the
pay their obligations to Snigland in
tnans
from the North Siet to the south No Change
in General Situation In the French al the podnt of the heyonst Rumens Claim Warsaw Victory
cash. The S100;00,000 gold pool al- th e Britis h setSure of three American
-En
of Arras have been repulsed, which is.
Since the oluthrstak of the war this
Rost-Austrians Claim Victory In
ready formed and $119,000,00o raised oil ship. soon will tie satisfactorily ad
orgy of Troops Save° City from
•
more
optimistic
view
from
the
Busted.
the
In
towtilas been the scene of pee ii tight.
opiniou of the state de•
Galicia-Many Primmer. Taken.
by • New York syndicate to meet :eels
Bombardment
After a short de. French standpoint than that expresaed
Petrngad.- Official annotint ement lag and several times has changed -York l'ity's obit/Alton. probably will Pirtiltent officials
Petrograd -In* official newt) loa
In
an
announce
earlier
ment
that
the. has been given unit by the general bend's.
be enough. however, to satisfy Ping tentIon of the tanker John la Rocks
reau In a atateinent reviewing the
feller with the explanation by thaltrit- Germano had made headway at cer- staff of the commander in.chlet of the
Petrograd cialma the Germans con/
1
4
fish creditors. fighting around Warrior says:
tain points,
Clue iii retreat' iind dont Emperor
Itusalan forces, as followa:
The New York and London stock PI tthi ambassador that the vessel was die
!The Russian troops displayed es.
In addition. the Erencii have ocitiu
seine' foreset have crossed the
"Tpere has been no further change
changes wilt not tar opened noon, pos. talned only t4'.OseOf doubt as to the
comfitenal
11 miltag le the de111 ,
pled
important
the
position
Melzi.
of
destinetie
,
her
resistance, The ,1iistriatis
In the general situation. Russian
cargo, was cen•
sibly not before the beginning of 1915.
tenni, of Warsaw and saving the Oty
tiourt, which commend* the roads lead• troops
tire in i ontact with the enemy are given Eredlt lit Om Russian report froom
A joint committee of the two ex• %trued as an admission by the Britian
a German lemiliardnient. Tina
from Varennes, ;Around which there
at yariouto points, and there has been for continuing (4) right 11,111.11141rnlY on
changes will consider reopening be. ' government of Aintirlean registry to hit
,
Russian
ration - was effected
i
(ternisti fort-es, to the cal. fighting
carry oil without molestation between are siring
forehand.
WI the River %Antra. sit Stry. thi. VilltUla, on the San and eolith ef with greatest
swiftness than was veiled
ley of the Aisne.
neutral
ports.
Przemysi,
Galicia
In
_
.
and
In
The federal
East
Prussia
ve board is eigiact•I
_
fior by Mtritieldriti
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The fact- that Great-!Mt
London. Germane and Russian 'reThe British admiralty ham loomed it
relealied- The ttrttieh And Fren•11
od t hasten•
id
elberian regime:its arriving at
Continuo.
to
pour
ghillie
into
German
the
ship
only
after
ports
agree
it
posed cotton loan fund plan, designed
had ensured itthat the situation in the slatrni"n1 !wrist* that the necessity to
Werime went' immediately sent to the
ranks.
Anil
tier:liens
the
guarding
are
self
that
through the Danish embargo
east has not tihanged, altleingta the Use Its warshIpiefor convoy iltil..v has
in part to give bottom to the cotton
front- thlring their bayonet charges
there was no opportunity for the oil in points elone the coast to be ready for armies are In close (emit' along the Ing passed,
emitters, aided by at night,
market.
iii tho forest of Niolchidlevsk,
possible
a
British
landing
East Prussian frontier and across Poi vessels of the Austrian, Japarietat,
The cotton exchanges in New York, pass into German hands was looked
the Siberien $1,1111..re took ninny prisonA German submarineduts been sunk land and Galicia. In Galena, however, Vrench and
Monism navies, will ITN
New Orleans and Liverpool probably upon as concerning only Great Britain
belonging II) thin Twenty first Ger- .
The state depertm•nt off the tenth iciest by thin itritiah
and Denmark
the Anntrians claim to have repulsed seareh the peas In an endeavor to rub
will confer through
committee with
, m an corps
tamper
Badger
unnoute
The
official
has
been
Russian
informed
that
all
down--the
attacks
tieutral
eight or nine German crefil-4__
the Liverpool exchange before such
and to be making
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.
nnan rnrp
,ant
countries in Northern Europe now mount of tide incident glees no details, progress in their campaign to drive
including the Eintirn- and the'
action is taken.
some
of
reserve
their
troops,
says
but
vslie
the
atBadger's
bow
was
dine
have
placed embargoes upon the exout the invaders.
Karlsruche, which have been playing.
it committee consisting of Benjamin
tenipted hut push -forward in the retches
The Russians, on the other hand, havoc with shipping of thi• allied cullaStrong. Jr., A. H. Wiggins, James pertation into the state department by aged when she rammed the submarine,
between Monte and Prouschkoff, sun
Brown of New York and Gov. Minn Great Britain. although officials hers whirl in believed to have been attempt- say they are making large numbers of. tries.
• fered neverely. It was there that the
t
.
prisoners. Heavy fighting is going OD
and Paul M. Warburg of the eeeee ve believe Great Britain regara.' that oil ing a torpedo attack.
elberian t NAM& together with other
..
lierlin• officially reports that Ger- around Prestituyel and the cupolae of
board will hold further cbnferences as covered In the general prohlbi on
fort es, Milli ted terrible losses
forces
man
have
(mimed
the
later
against
"fuel."
the
forte
surroundi
ng the towna gart
with Sir George Paish and Mr. /Beckon the enemy. 'Many villages in this
It is the British contention that il- canal. where for several days pate the an Italian cierrespondent. The town
ett about details of the readjuetment
h
icnid
va
nItto.
y hawnedfix
re te
hktientlg. and retaken In
luminating oil can be used for prop l• liergians had offered strong oppose Itself, however, has not been damaged. Battle in West Flanders and
plan.
Northern
Ing Zeppelins, submarines and torpedo Gen.
France Still Rages-Botn Armies
---"levertgagements near Koxlenica the
Berlia- also reports that- -German
boats. Quantities shipped to (Nevem
Are Re-enforced.
C
Ian regiments also gave proof of
hagen ralaed suspicions that the oil troops are advancing east of Ypres
-- extraordinary courage. For eight days
might find its way to the German nava' and southeast of 1.111e. There ham been Alternate Reverses and Victory In the
London - Desperate fighting conthese regiments were fighting on the
very seven. fighting for a long time
Eastern War Zone-Briotsh'
Bankers and Federal Board Reach An and aerial base at the Kiel canal.
tinues In West I.-tandem and Northern
left bank of the Vistulalti the marshes.
past
In
this
vicinity.
Lose
Some Men.
Frame between Germany's artnien re
Agreement-Loans at 6 Per cent.
where the trendier Sarre constantly
Peking -Reliable inrormation oh- enforeed by sirtually
Ste Cents a Pound for Cotton.
all her ferces In under wider
Here they sumained the
lined In Peking is to the effect that the ocieupled portions
Washington.--After weeks of nego
of Pelgium, and fire of the
enemy's heavy artillery, but
a British detachment sustained a num- - French.
Uation between bankers and Federal
- lititish and neltien 47(00Pii. all the German
attacks were repulsed.
ber of casualties while crossing land aided by British
Reserve Board members a tentative Congress Adjourns After Having Beer
warships.
i • "Several regiments suffered
that
had
been
mined
by
the
Germans
Germans
Left Bridges and Russia!
In Continuous Seesion Nearly NineAlong tile roast the lams.riversetill
agreement was reached when the
, Adloss,' and one regtment had three cornnear Tsing-Tau. Arrivals at the Chi- divides the contending
vance Vvas Aided-Ruasola Capiteen Months-Reconvenes Dec. 7.
board virtually approved a plan by
forties. Neither minders
serioullify wounded, one after
nem capital from Siberia say Russian side. apparently
tal Aglow Over Success.
, has advanced, but in the
which a fund of $135,000,4eie will be
other."
Washington.-After being in contlni
Petrograd.- An offltial «ummunica- troop trains are traveling westward the interior, according to a Getman
raised to care for the surplus cotton
over the trans-Siberian railway hourly. report, the allies
crop and extend aid to cotton pro- uoths session since the inauguration of Goo issued by general headquarters
are retiring fruit.
Tokyo.-- It was announced officially Pe‘eral important
positions.
ducers. The plan is slightly different Woodrow Wilson. a period of nearly says:
in
Tokyo
that
the
German
torpedo
This statement of the Germana is
"Our troops beyond the Vistula are
from that urigtually proposed, but 19 months, the Sixty-third Congress
boat S. 90, which escaped front Toting- contradicted,
however, by the French Russia Says Germens Are Fleeing from loans will be made on cotton at six adjeurned its second session when pro- pressing the armies of the enemy In
-Tau under cover of darkness, ham been communication,
Warsaw -Abandon Positions That
issued in Paris, which
cents a pound. bearing interest of not longed efforts to procure Lever, Hef- retreat. North of the Pilltsa river the
found aground and destroyed by the says the allies
Were Fortified in Advance.
have not teen moved,
more than six per cent for one year, lin, Belle of Georgia and collapsed. Germans are are tittering only feeble Japanese
at a point sixty miles south despite violent
Wendun. The Times; correspondent
attacks.
They have been elven
with a privilege of six months' ex- Leaders in this enovement agreed to resistance
of Kian-chau bay.
All along the front from the North at Petrograd telegraphs:
adjourn. however, only on condition back as far as Sklernievice.
tension.
Peking.-Refugees who have come Sea to the
"The • Gernieu armies are In full
Swiss border. in fact, each
"South of the Mintz& on the roads,
The relterve board will have direct that pending cotton relief measures
out of Teter-Tau. the fortified peel- side claims
to have repialsed the other flight from Wareavr, leaving all their
supervision of the fund, but probably would have right of way when Con- to Radom, we have forced the Austro- Hon in the letterman
po
Ion in- or to have made slight progress
The Russians. are in purGern an troops to engage in a serious
will operate through a• oummIttee of gress reeenvenes Dec. 7
at va- wounded
Shantung Province, are authority for rious points.
suit.
Not more than !Ai members of the battle. The fighting line extended 40 the statement that
bankers and businees men.
up to the time they
The contending armiee seemingly
All details of the plan were not /louse, and less than a quorum of the verse. 426 miles,. At certain points left the Japanese had lost
-The correspondent of the•--Houree-several are so clearly equal 111
.
•.strength that • Gazette wires that exceptionally stubmade public. New York bankers have Senate were present when the gavels the engagehiehis took on the charac- thousand men before Tiling -Tau,
while neither can force the
other back. horn fighting occurred southwest of
. the casualties of the Ger/wane-did
agreed to subscribe $14_4,000,4)00 to the fell on adjournment without delay. ter of hand-to-hand encounters.
not pierce the front or get
Suwalki, wheVe the Russians repulsed
"In
the
forest
e
around
arund
The
the.'
Radom
end
sevwas accomplished through
fundsead southern banks are counted
amount to more than several bemired:twinge.
all of the enemy's attacks and ansurned
__•_
on for $25,004.4..4•40 more. The remain- passage of a concurrent resolutlor eral of our infantry regiments suci•ess• I a countt:r offtelsive. the Germans Itsfully carried out bayonet attacks At
ing $544,ine4.00e is to be raised In non - ending the session at 1 pm.
lug to-asily: The Germane, after
other points we have taken pri•-iners
being
cotton -producing states.
-r.• sniterced. niadC an adyance, supportand rapid firer*
.
Incessant Fighting Has Been on Prog_
fel
by artillery me, and the fighting
."Above the River lijanka the Ausress from North Sea to Lab
British Find German Supply Station
trial troops are seeking again to estabcorrespondent adds
1 "ntir u"'• The
Ostend Bombarded by British.
in Snetland Islands-Seek
that (ht. Mlawa -c•olumn. connectin
- Convicted Kidnaper Has Chance to Se- lish thernselveit on the Vistula, but our
Wireg
New Vork.--Inc -essant fighting has
two -groups (if German forces in -Easttion.
troops have crossed the river and are been in progress from the North
cure His Liberty-Law May Be
Zapata Looms in Mexican Problem..
Sea
-Pruss
ia
and
offering strong opposition.
on the Thore-tiracow
Unconstitutional.
as far south as Labassee, a distance of
Five Cabinet Members Appointeek.
. Ls,..don
ItritiAt war se,st•Is have front, haa confined itself latteelY to.
"Along the River San and south of about 50 miles, hut this line
le disided destroyed a Gertilall
By National fremmissoon.
foraging,
and stems no intention of
sulanasine' base,
NeW Orleans, La.-W. C. Walters. Przemysl desperate engagement.: con. into irveral fronts, on, which
separate discovered on one
Washington.--7L0e Mexican national charged with kidnapine
of the uninhabited advantiing,
five year-old them but the • ivantage is _wit our engagements areheinr fought. It is
convention at .Aguas Calienles, which Felten Dunbar
"ID
stout-Kieesierly direction from
at OpeloUsan. La., in trolMS: who have here made thou -alias this lire the Germans are endeavoring rocks of the Shetland Islatuts. In this'
reeently eoted itself the sovereign au- 1912. convit
ted and sentenced to life of prisoners. In taking the heigi ts of to break In their attempt to reach North Sea, act arditre to a report from %Versa./ the Russians continued to
thority in Mexico, has appointed a corn- imprisonment,
Scotland. It is said a ;arm.
the state supreme court Trolientza. soutlaef Jaroslau, we have ,Dunkirk and otire-r French seaports.
-nick of press the enemy. wits IS fighting stub'mittee of five "to assuree the duties"
oil. battery- platee and extra torpedoce bornly on the
later sustaining the contention of de- -Made prisoners of five Austrian comGattclan front. The fight'
Three British monitors-the Seifert',
of five cabinet positions in Mexico tepee attorneys
for the use of sutonarinroli
that the statute un- panies"
ltriklpg at Big has been in progress for a whole
!lumber and Mersey-are libelling the
Thy, a.- cording to advice to the state dOwebich
the
North
Sea fleet weret found there. week. „Here the Austrians had
Petrograd is aglow overatie report- Germane in the vicinity of Ostend,
the conviction was obtained
assemdepartnient, The Committee Is to take watt unconstitu
tional. may again lea, ed repulse of the Germane at Warsaw where it is said terrible execution has. Another report says a Gu,rtnan wire. bled several army tons.. Of which
charge ofN the pertfolins of foreign re. placed
less station is evidently
in jeopardy - by the eminent the and In thtevicenity of ivangorod and been done. Mac-bums' gun detachmen
operating near eight are tioar in the field, and exerted
ts Lech Lomond, but
lattons, war. public instruction, jus- suipreme cout of
has not been locat- every effort to_turn the Russian postLouisiana in granting the retreat of the Austrians.
also have been landed from ,these vestice and finance.
the state a rehearing of the case.
Military. authorities. however. In- Mile and are assisting in the defense ed. It Is said to beeireending station, tiok. All accounts agree that they
No mention was made in the dis- Should the rehearing
which is difficult to discover.
he decided ad- stead of magnifying the importan,•e of of\nlieuport.
Mes- have failt•d lamentably and have cut
patches of what the convention would versely to Walters
sages have been Intercepted
he will be retried the German withdrawal are preparing
constant- feted trernendeus theses"
'TA! lirltish admiralty, which for a
do with reference to the provisional under a statute fixing
ly and many efforts onade to
the penalty for for an' attempt by the enemy to re- -day or two withheld the news that the
find the -German Destroyer Captured. '
presidency, but It had been expected kidnaping at 20
yenrs in the peniten- sume the aggressive . Russian re-en- British fleet was participating in coast apparatus. Some shipping men beLondon - An Exo hang. dispatch
that this miestion would await the ar- tiary. hut
should the decision he in forcement, and ammunition trains are operations, now complimt•nts the mon- Bete a story that the Oceanic was from
Peking, received here, states the
rival of Gen. Zapata or his delegates his favor, he will
be granted his lits streaming toward Warsaw and Ivan- itors and tbe bluejackets for excellent struck by a torpedo from a submarine allied
warships blockading Klan-chat'
for decision.
and
ran
upon
the
erty, attorneys state.
rocks of the %Scottgorod.
service.
have _raptured a German destreyer,
ish coast to save her crew.
--which escaped from the harbor.
Cuban Defense Organized.
-- -American Guilty.
Vigorous Attack from Tout.
• Battle in Bieck Sea. •
Havana -The Cuban senate passed
'
London.-Orlando Edgar Miller. an •
Villages on Fee.
Berlln -An extratirdinarils vlettreue
London.- A dispatch from r.apenAustrian Commander Ceurtmartialed.
almost unanimously the so-called na- American. was
London.--"The villages of Schee
found guilty of man- French attack is being mate from hagen to the central News says:
-uteri,
Parts -- A Haves dispatch from Rome
tional economic defense bill which re- slaughter at the
Old Bailey police Tout, along the line from Popt-A-Mous.
"The Berliner Tageblatt publishes, leftinghef, Wilskerke arid - Slype. In says a_ report
cently passed the house of representa- court. It was charged
has been received there
Northern
Belgium,
that he caused son to Glronville. against the German telegram from Bucharest saying that
are partly on fire," from
Udine, ltaly, that the Austrian
tives. The most irorobrtant clateses of the death -Of Niles Kate
Addison Scott arner--truerating against the line of evidently' a big ituitivian.TerkiSh naval according. to the Daily Mall-s Flushing general.
the bill provide for the issueOf .a na- isieswortb last June
Bruderman. defender of Lemby the administra- fortresses extending from Verdun to battle has taken place in the Black correspondent.
berg, pas been deprived of his min
tional coinage.
tion of. a drug Ohne she was his pa- Tout .
Sea
•
_
mend and ordered courtmartialed.
--------• t
tient.
. Geis Von Moltke_Dy
Munsterberg Remains.
ing..
•
Revolt in Portugal.
Anasi-eren
i - Dispatch here
Careliriace -Mass.-'Prof. Hugo'Muni
Russians Hold Lemberg.
Poor Roads Affect Mind.
Amsterda
reports
m.- Thg4 Telegtaf. Slung
•
Llehen - A revoltrt loners,
liter-berg has withdrawn his resignation
. outbreak in
Chicago- Experts in mental ailment,
London- A Contrel News dispatch cerresporident says that apparently that Gen. stun Meitke, chief of the the
utties- of litritganzeennd Mafra ure
German gem•ral. star,Je
from the Harvard chalr:of psychology agree that ,ritraiLlsolation due to bad from Copenhagestre_tis,German red
,the Geransts:ItantIsele...repuolsesi-n
v
-Neer erfttrnfEtlit-W..iion drele&tram.,....aarAmeoeitesterynstir nrActrtene- Hers-5
- t the nernette-nriffir-TfITRIRITRi17`1E-'"Illittfrig a Trr
detlifili•We
-Ttia-alitns are making des- Middelkerke.
S-41•--guns are. now
'alkenberg. evrypereolonee
,dJerman minister of wer, 0
hies been promplI7 eut
startling to an aultiOnneefixent here, .
dtsorders Of the inInd on women.
-arta*lii doe
iterate parpatations to retaln•Lemberg_ near Ostend.
ti, at ording_ta_effioial imiyouncehis
Solace.
•
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• lent made here.
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SCENES AT CAPTURE OF ANTWERP BY GERMANS.

WANTS CONVICTS
woRKED oN RoADs
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1
woo givre when Commissioner uf
Road. it. C Terrell approved the cow
I •
- -tract and borne of James I. 11111
cultSUIT TO TEST LAW IS FILED IN %Duel une and one half utile* of Water.
bonnet inaeadain In Lewis county,'
FRANKLIN COUNTY CIMCUIT
the conatructleue of which Dm stst
COURT.
asel comity mai la will bear half the Me
pease
Lew,* cleanly veteil a
I issee of
1111fau,Illati, helm( the float commit to
Lake ow la action,. still as money le
impended each year out of this fund
under the set of 1914, the stale will
Suet Is For • Mandatory injunslien reimburse the coital,' out of tbe toad
hind raised by Hie fly..cent Ms, unPleguiring Warden to Ileaciate an
til the comfit, Is reimbursed half lb.
Order of the Beard..
t
!pent.
a ttttt
_
'1 hie road selected In testis county
I 5pe..1111 rrankfwl
remoMI•ov•)
is part of the tilehway vionneetilig
Vr*OkfOrt
Still to tent liii. right of I Iteotturs, county peat of (Remelt.
Lb' Pilate
uf It
Commis county. and Vateeloarlt. email,
seat
Bloopers to employ
la Oh roads, id Lew i n, and vetoing]. (row the aireen.
dm bared to he state highways under Ito county line toiaard Vancelourg,
the net of 1914, wits tiled in the Frank
The get of 1914, Marianne approved
HD I 'IreUlt Court by the Male Board of moon y route.
onneeting rutin,
Primal Commlealonens against Warden ,womos to he puttee works,
specifiks
A J. Ii, Wells, of the !State Reforms that these shall be I he Oral to Pim eh.*
Wry. The mull, whirl' was W*1.111464.4 astute aid. Conalderalite work has beets
by Assistant Atterney tleaterol ti M dime In Lawns 'minty since Homage.
lesion, Is Jot a mandatory Intim( Den her 1, hut It has been done wIth ()minty
Weil-rine the warden to execute an eiiitpt,i..u,t tinder tie'
troandc
lipau
rtu
vb
order of the board to detail .(wenlY
convicto uhder metro] to work on road tuiseloner's off.-,'
eunstructiun le Lawrence county. The
Above is one of the great Gerreata siege guns with which the capture of Matelot, 114111
effected by the Germans. iverilen, while espreseIng approval of Extra Month Olveo.
?or tratiaportatien it le divided into three parts, the gun itself being sees at the left, the carriage
and reed! appa- the project, geld he would not sibIld
Diving to the fait that final deter
ratus Ili the center and the ammunition wagon and eff.W at that right. !Wow at the right ii a dilatant
view of the prisoners without an order of the
minatIon of the minalltutionallty of the
the burning petroleum works of the city, and at the left some of the hatteiTad defender's retreating.
cutet, as doubts had beim exptealsed *airtime:ifs
compeneatien art may not
••••••••••••••wa.••-••••--..,...••••••••••••V•••••••••••••••••••••••••
an to his right to do so
be made by November 1, when the law
The petition reviles that the Ileselon say, Rome
employers who desire to reOf 1014 enacted a law creating a eye Joe
the provisions of the act mull
atem of state highway* over approved 'Hatay the board, I he Workmen's Cotn•
Mites connecting county emits and penaaition
Hoard has decided that all
declared them to be public works, those
who do not No notify it by NoThe constitution requires that the ,ember
1 will he enrolled, but they
prisoners be worked Inside flu' Prison will be
10 ven until December 1 to de
Walls, except when an epidemic or fire ride
how their risks will be carried.
Disk's this impossible or they are en" Neither the board
nor employers' inPleVed on public aortas As the state- detnnity insuratwe tompanies
have yet
atu faw.erratee the departnientaintle published their
sehedule of rateo of
Ilc roads and provides a state _fund amiessmentx,
and Walter I'. Dieklnison,
for the conetructIon of highisaye, and of Newport, secretary
of the 1(..111111 ky
the aiyaiteni of petite highways is do. Manufatturers and Shippers'
Aspic-ladared io be public works, the commisthin, in be
of employers asked for
P1011..611 hike thu. Vil•W that 1116. plain
an potenainn of time, ow sonic of t1.16•
te11116M of the general assembly was to
employers may desire to carry their
provide for working cenvicts on the ricks elsewhere than
in the workmen's
pliblic roads.,
rompelikailen Tund. It was for their
if tl.i elaw_ta '
,held by -the_ courts,-benefit that-the.troard extended the
the prison commissioners will adopt a time for decisional. Those who
notify
!system for hiring the cobvicts to the the board to-fore
November 1 that, they
counties, and by gust spring, %hen the desire to reject the apt may withdraw
Ned- working newton opens; they will their notice at
any time and will be
gise the plan a thorough tryout
entitled to the MAIM. benefit as such
The first of this month, as the pelf- other* 'Abu purpaine
carrying their
tem recite,, the "Pineal CO1111 of Lae- risks
in some authorized company
rence county made demand on the
butte Board of Prison Commissioners
Must File Certificate.
for twenty able-bodied male prisoners,
Affirming the Breckenridge Circuit
confined In the Frankfort-Reforms;
tory, and requested that this nimbi.r Court in the case of J. C Brodie
be do-tailed to the said Lawrence rosin- against John P. Haswell and A. It.
ty under proper guard to be worked Kincheloe, the Court of Appeals. In an
on a public road, which road mimes opinton by Chief Justice Hobson, said
Picture made OD the acivai tiring hue between St. Giles and Termunde, showing a Belgian field piece pound
under the provisions of the act of 1914 a candidate, and not the officer.' of the
lng the Germans in the distance.
as a public state highway and pubide nominating convention. should file his
works of the commonwealth : that art.) own certificate of nomination, and if
en having given due consideration tni they flied it they are simply his agents.
Brodie sued for 94.800 damage* He
the request made by the Fiscal
iMirr
of Lawrence county, and after having was nominated for Circuit Clerk in
given due consideration to the terms 1909 in the Republican convention, of
and conditions, the said board entered which Mr. Ilasweil was chairman and
By oversight,
an order directing the warden tot Kincheloe secretary
send trenty-five able-bodied male pri• they failed to file Roadie's name with
Sonora to Lawrence county, under the list of other candidates, and he
proper guard, to. be worked upon said diecovered that omission too late to
public roads. He refused to comply get his name on the ballot. The other
with the directions of the board on the Republican candidates were elected.
ground that in iiii-dninion he bad no and he thought by reason of their overright to work prisoners on the public sight Ilaswell and Kincheloe were aldebted to him in damages the amount
roads."
of emoluments of the office he estimated he lost.
Indictments Are Dismissed.
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Men who watch their
pennies arc learning that
FATIMA gives them a
chance to enjoy 20 real
15 cent cigarettes ut a
prici only slightly more
'than they pay for 10.
414zr4.4....tia~cu

ON: THE FIRING UNE NEAR ST. GILES

ENGLISH GIRL DRIVES AMBULANCE

eiscielrealle-a
Miss Herman. an English girl whose father and brothers are at the -front
and who offered her services, hem been detailed to drive her motorcycle ainbnlance alkd -carry Red Cross supplies.

EAST INDIAN TROOPS IN FRANCE
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.hati
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COUNTESS TORBY

The two remaining indictments Drainage Not Upheld.,
against Secretary of State Crecelkue
Tho. drainage act of 1912 authorising
charging him with obtaining motley the appointment of a drainage
commisfrom the -state in the summer of 1913 sion for conittien and the construeretenses,have
. tion of ditches and levees, was de
be
.e
on di..
a
f (mron
by
motion
ed on
naissfalsep
Oared constitutional by the Court of
wealth's Attorne)' Victor Bradley. Appeals, affirming the Diviess CirWhen Cdurt convened Bradley made cuit Court in the 'case of E. Shaw
the following motion:
against the kloard .of Drainage Com-1 move, Your Honor, to dismiss the missioners of Datiess county. Corn.
other indictments against C. F. ('race- miseioner Clay wrote the opinion,
lius for the following reasons:
The law was attacked on, the ground
"The evidence which has been pro- . that a "certain and .adequate
remedy
duced by the commonwealth on one for dotermining the landowner's corncharge heretofore in one case which , pensation was not provided:" that it
charged the defendant with obtaining did not afford equal protection of the
money under false pretenses for the ' law to railroads and municipal coimonth of July, 1913, did not justify a marations, and that due process of law
conviction under the law In the opinion I was denied those affected by the or
of the commonwealth's attorney, and dere. The court upheld the law on
motion was made to dismiss this case all points, excepting that relating to
'The evidence in the other two in- railroads and municipal corporations,
dictments is necessarily the same, with saying that Issue was not properly
the exception of the months in which . before thesourt in this case,
the crime was charged. This being
the state-'of fact, I think it would be levestigates 14aliskaccorm.
impossible to obtain a conviction.7
Dr. I. A. Shirley. hookworm specialist of Winchester. with Misses Rubye
Allen and Virginia James, of Booting
Large Sum Awarded.
Green. have closed their clinic hivesA verdict for Vi,498.75 was affirmed tigation into bookworm conditional. at
in the case of the Louisville & Nash' Colson and Democrat. At Democrat,
ville against Clifton M.. Nethery, ap- of 250 people- examined, the result
pealed from the Spencer Circuit Court. shooed that a little over 60 per cent of
Judge Ilenpah wrote the opinion, the people are affected. About the
Nelhery was with a party in an auto- same conditions also, prevail at Cot'
mobile which was struck by a train sen, where even a larger number of
at the Broadway crossing November ; people were examined. Dr. Shirley be12, 1912. Hist thigh vias broken and ' lieves his investigation in Letcher
one leg made shorter than the other,
county will show 60 per cent.
,

Countess Torby, the beautiful morganatic wife of Grand Duke Michael
of Russia, is assisting the moverneut
to send half a million of woolen gloves
and mitten:: to the British soldiers at
the front
The grand duke 'and his
wife were banished from Petrograd Child Labor Law,
Insurance Act Sustained. •
The enforeement of the Child Labor
because of their marriage, but kite
The United States Supreme Court
been invited to return by the czar,vehC._ JAVerasheall prevents children between dismissed the suit of the Citisens Inis Michael's nephew.
the ages of IA and 16 years, being enl- eurance Co.. of Missouri. against the
played in stores and factories without Kentucky State Board 'of Insurance.
& VerMi& leom ike schael -hoard. attdi- The -rare involved the conetttlallotial
etlielers Eincouraged to Wetir
the law affecting women employee.; ity of the insurance rase aviopasassdliv
London —Quick to readise, as was N‘ h o are not allowed to work
more, the Kentucky Legislature in 1912. In Geremoor, the neeeseity of a high birth thin
ten.lionts_a day or sixty hours a durance ceimpafflte% had sought an in.
rate_ to offeet the deaths got to the week. Is a eithieei of lamelry
ta# State Junction against the enforcement of
ear, a movement' has been started In
Lab,. ..iapettter Harry- H. Leslie of t the act and had been &festoon inothe
England to red,pee the marriage fees Louie.) le
Mr. Leslie Is. eliatilleIngilower courts. The dismissal of .the ;
an to eemouraie_soldieset and sailor,
4'-ettifirift
111. Iicstngtot,
wtit Tien itift oiler* teas as an affirmance of the
selves
berra
take
to
beating for the departure+, storesTlactorieft,
laundries.; action of the lower court and leaves
front.
tobacco stemtneries and hotels.
I the state fret to enforce the act.
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DR. J. D. KELLOGG'S

ASTHMA

Remedy for the pIernpl relief of
Aethme and Maly Fever. Ask Your
druggist for It. Write lot PUll seen&
NORTHRUP S LOAM COolldolitif FAL41.111.1L

Film for Your Kodak
RAJAlt film costs you the same as any
other. We develop it free. Send stamp.
for a roll today, we pay the postage.

ledepeedeelPies Optical Co.
215 N. Sloth Street, St. Louis, Sto.
And mato, a wear mau aft. t sinning
eotearen hand finde,hitusetf wader
her thumb.
Dr. Pierre's Pleasant Pellets rewelete
sae imigeritte-14•VIIWV.* liver end bowid&
roans .eistichl, tiny gratoules. F.asy Se take
aa candy. Ativ:„.„.
Not Particular.
A prisoner in one of the Irish pollee
courts the other da) was asked his occupation
He remit boned too/oat callIngo that he followed from time to
tine.
"And among other things," inquired
the prosecuting lawyer, "do you pick
pockets""
"No," he retorted. "1 don't pick
Won, I just take them as they come."
No Excuse.
Representative littcon of Georgia
was condemning in a Mee on club the
German general staff for its antiquated close formation in atlas-k, a
forniation which costs the German
army thousands of lives.
-Close formation." be said, "was
excellent In Napoleon's da), but with
our modern machine guns, shooting
myriads of bullets a minute, It 1111 a
uselese, it is a creel waste of life."
"But." said a German-American.
we've got so many men, you know,
congressman --we've got so many, we
can afford to—er—ine—to lose---"
"My friend." Mr. Bacon Interrupted.
"would you excuse your cook for serving you eatery soup because there
"
had been a rainy season.

• st

Befitting Punishment.
Edith—The wretch' So he actually
proposed to both of as' Oh, l`wisli we
could think of some way to punish
him!
.•
Madge—We can: you marry Ftm.
dear.

•

The "Meat"
of Corn
— the sweet centers d choice
Indian corn; cooked, seasoned
just right. rolled thin as paper
and toasted until they become
_golden Ihrfwa flakes—crisp
sod detkioua
Thai's why'

Post
Toasties
better than
Rakes."

are

mammy

'corn

Toasties are packed in an
inner container inside the
tight-sealed. familiar, yellow
'carton — keeps the food fresh
An crisp foe your , appetite

•

Superior
Corn Flakes
—• !
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THE IVIURRAY LEDGER Astknia-Catarrk

If most of these are not *Clive
bidders when the market opens,
there will be a disappointed lot
0. J. J IN N -LIST(48. F`Irroit.
of dealer* and farmers here.
_
Cu. Le ('.roat!, 111•11•••61L
Clarksville. Tenn , Wt. 27
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nerd to be told of the stories going
around
Lately it's occurred to me
that you've been letting us take them
at face, without trying to contradict
them That's. the thing I'd du myself
- if I were in the right
But It can be
carried to extremes. Have I your per
misolon to say that thee stories aro let us say, overdrawn?"
"You have not. Life's too short to
enter into a coutest with rumor."
"But your silenoe--Is illy affair,- Mark answore.1 gruffly, rising
"You may say to your
meticulous. friend that I'm about to
testy' from this club ''
Itaku'r, too,
Mark
keenly,
'Oh,
-Oh, come, Truitt," he
e"
began.•th'sItut Mark cut him short. "At least
It will save him and hie sort the tee
cessity of setting a precedent that
would decinuate the club. Good eve-

"Very well. You've registered your
Protest. Is that allr
"No, It is not." She leaned sharply
‘ealle*Wil,110006,4111011\11.11011016,1\
ISlitNet
11001011\1\ligligglaWItella‘kr. forward, forgetting to p"si• and
Yea'"
eakelab,111NaWaMallIkelIMMIllkelalkIlaelallaNIM,
41\1110110110110111011100bylkN Mlle, the delicate prettiness of face
"I suppose." she eneered "you want
eclipsed
by
vixenish
a
of
cloud
ternmarry
to
that woman. your mistiness"
(Catenate. 1911. by The liobto Mernll Csimpleg)
per
•
is not
I have sonic self- ,
held himself under rigid Wt•wkward,
.
-awe
self conscious Neither
SYNOPSIS,
respect and regard for our position. control
"Sin' Iona my mistress,
seetned able to break IL
if you haven't. lae you suppose a though I !eve her She was the girl
Rounding a curve in the tortuous •
Mark Truitt, •neouraged by his sweet.
nieano nothing to me but • I gave up yeetre ago out of loyalty to
Swart. tatty Martin. leaves Bethel. his driveway, they met a landau, a beau- huoband
you"
eistiv• town, to seek his fortune einion
Truitt veils Mark that it long has been tifully enameled affair drawn by highIi.' glanced heeitatingly toward the
There was nothing lovely about
bis dream
*PP a steel plant at itethei stepeing horses iu elaborate silverdoor, meditating' fa treat. Then, with Unity Truitt just then.
and ask• the son to return •ndi build
mounted
harness
owe If be ever gets rich. Mark steotlee
a grim tightening of his NA, be r•"And now you want to renew the
Thomas Stenies. -head of the Quinhy Iron women
They bowed
hslanti. LtW
h°
e turned his gaze to her
breektit romance. Very pretty' Put,'
works, for a job and is sent to the eon- younger
with a pointed smile
4,
earl+, Boo gang Its success In that work
"You really want an artmeer! Then, she laughed in vindictive pleasure In
Wins hint • place as heiper to R.mati
Kara heard him mutter: ''l had for- I had supposed
at hueband means to her fancied ability to thwart his deAndarejaskl. open-hertrth furnaceman.
becuntel it boarder in Itesnoros hone, and gotten!"
you a name and a check book. With sire, "you shan't have her. I don't
"O1 ho was letter
ruseista l'iotr. le,man•• Ivo. In his studies
inexhauetibte
choose to be a divorced woman And
Haat& an adopted daught•r, shows her
"The older? That Wn,II Mrs Thomas
"So you begrudge me the money I I know you can't get a divorce without
gratitude In such a manner as to 'arouse
blark's Interest in her Pettey work in lienfey, of a hoist you may have heard." spend' You grow---"
▪
my consent'•
Ow Intense heat of the furnace causer
•'Yes? HUI I meant the other .•
"l'eur /avenue account, fully met, is
"I think you will consent.," he said
Mark to collapse and Kasha cares for
"Thee" he anseered in a dry con- the best
atm. Later Roman also !succumb* and
answer to that, I think."'
quietly.
Mark gets Ids job. Roman resents this strained voice. "was Mrs. Mark Truitt
'Put I went-more than money. Do '
will not. I don't choose'-"
and tells Mark to find another NI/tiding
After
a
%thee. "Ah!' elle breathed . you think a little money- -a little
Five years elapse during which
pal- !. "The choice is with you, of course.
ta
Z
.
t has advanced to the rorematuanip, "She Is lovely."
try money can repay me for your But you must understand it. You're
while his labor-saving deNices have made
hir;Iget-iley, who had been out of the
"That makes it unanimous." he said neglect
hien Ins alu•ble to the company. In the
through with in.' In any case. But if
and pettishness?"
city when Mark returned, came back
Ineantime harts has matted ems -PM shortly.
"So you scorn money? It's news to you consent to the divorce, I'll make
sotto after the latter took up his realWhiting. Mark meets wIttr an accident
It had ceased to be the phasantest me
hut I thiuk you've nothing to a settlement that will satisfy •rou. If
-which dooms bim to be a crimes for life.
deem. in the hotel. Mark approached
He returns to Bethel intending to stay time he had had in years
Ao 'heavy complain of."
not, I will make only the allowance I
him with the inward shrinking that
Users H. finds rbIty about to marry ate, cold cloud had settled upon
thAlk inti"Nothing'" she cried. "Is it noth- think you've earned."
other man and__ wins her back
Unity
preceded eyery Dew meeting just them
macy
%1'hy
dream of the possibility ing that I have to go everywhere alone,
urge* Wm to return to hie work In the
She went pale. at that, the one threat
"You've picked up physically." lienoily. Mark rises rapidly to wealth and of a mighty primitive passion' It was
always having to listen to whispers which could reach her. "Why,' she
power in the steel business, but the soley remarked after a cool handshake.
. But it was a char- behind my back of my husband's fool- gasped, "you couldn't do that. Even
clad ambitions of his wife make their mar- not possible .
fock4thizatt.utftithe In the woods accounts
oiled life unhappy Thochig steed Interests acteristic of the man to want most
ish attempts to play the man about you couldn't be so brutal-"
alas secretly anxious to get hold of se
,
k
tb, Iroquois Iron company, supp-Ised the things farthest away, the things town` You stV. you couldn't keep
"Choose"
"I'd think. If It was doing you BO
be worthiest'. Timothy Woodhouse forbidden.
your escapade of last year from me. •
"Hut you couldn't. You-I must have
rseeks financial assistance from Mark awl
much good, you'd have stayed."
"We've
gone
far
enough."
she
said
Or that you've turned, the old set time to think-"
the latter buss Woodhouse'• Iroquois
••lu other border
Istock at a. email figure.-- Henley forees- True words, however she meant them' againet me'by Cheating poor Timothy ; "You Must
choose now." He was
•Qtaloby to let Mark have stock In the "And It Is
"In other words," said Henley, "why
getting too cold for you. Woodhouse rut of his last property?"
inby company Mark finds l'hdr mak
did you come back now?"
Usti a aociallatic speech on the street and Let us turn back."
lie winced and flushed painfnlly at
She sat transfixed, beginning to
Mark laughed hollowly. "I didn't
the boy ebows that he is still bitter • He made no protest.
that
She
believed
and
saw
comprehend
she
had
the reality of his purpose,
against Mark. Mark finds Kazis, tieh
know I'd become a notorious char
He swung the team' around and , pierced his armor. She rose again, lier confidence
Is divorced and Is now • hospital nurse.
suddenly melted. Fear
easins for Roman who is near death drove tooter1 the hospital; at a reckthat she might deliver her final thrust shone in her eyes. She rose, and with
• Mark Is advised by his physician to stop
, In heaven's name," Henley
less pace, that he might not have. to most effectively.
.italiqns drugs z.nd take a Ione rest.
a piteous pleading gesture, too frieetyou let yourself get
talk. He had no wish for common
"Do you call it nothing that you, ,ented to be conscious of her hypocrisy,
caught in a divorce court scandal! I'd
-CHAPTER XVII-Continued.
place speech with her. From other who have no time or thought to spare she went to him.
'Are--You Going to Add to the Scandal have thought that you. of all men.
speech the habit of-self-repression your wile, brazenly flaunt your womeni "Why, Mark-Mark,
dear! You can't
by Marrying That Woman?"
if you had To play the fool, would at
it ad." he answered.
•
"Rut yen saved him.
—
In ptiblIC;Ort- fbe- etreetif- and In The: mean that-- You couldn't cast- me off
least have used -lineage" ---'didn't invite it. You weren't the sort
But not wholly. For as they were parks, for all the city to Bee and pa- like this. Why, we're
from
the
faces
desk,
to
to'
face
come
,
husband and
So even Heidey believed the remorse!
of girl that needed to invite it-you nearing the hospital, he drew the eip about,"
wife and-I--know I haven't been fair with a man whom he had used to like
-At any rate, no one but myself is
aren't that sort of woman now!" Eyes, horses-down to a soberer gait.
and
who,
believe,
he
had
had
reason
to
lie was standing rigid, both hands to you, but I caret let you go. Let
hurt."
no less than tongue, were eloquent of
"When." he asked. "will you drive gripping his cane, his gaze fixed un- me make up this last year to you. bet not bein without interest in hint
"That's; not true. Every one who
his admiration; but she was looking with me again?"
"Why,'hello, Ilaker!" ? trk held
waveringly on her The tightened lips us go away, as you say, and begin
away. "But most women wouldn't be
"Not again."
out a friendly bawl, with a genial had anything to do with you is more
had become the merest line.
over. We can be happy-or less hurt. The company is reflected
I,
so ready to forgive. „They would .relie had known, even before she
"- -11- you refer to Me's. Whiting." het - The stammering incoherent cry indleekbat was part_nt-his_ new resales__
-member only hurt vanity. I'm at your spoke, what her answer would be. began
Baker took the hand, but released It on. -I," -Henley concluded with an air
at last steadily,"-you will please j halted, silenced by thee unrelenting
that declared the indletntent to be -feet for your charity. I've seen-114.de And he knew-so had she givem it- use more respectful
quality of his steady eyes. , The out- quickly. "Ali! How are you. Truitt"
terms."
of it in my life."
"Fully. just back from a lung stay complete and unanswerable,'1 ant bethat it was irrevocable.
• "You reprove we on her account! stretched hands fell limply to here
"Have you looked for it?"
"I wonder why you came today." . This.":she cried tragically, "this is too sides. She shrank
In the woods. Dines'altere-alth me to- stuirched, because were known to be
back a step from
In so mar y things together."
"No Nor had it. Nor valued itnight, won't your
"I'd been thinking of you. And I I much I suppose this Mrs Whiting- him,
"That," Malec returned coldly. "can
antil now"
was-curious. To see what sort of if that's her name-is your mistress"Thanks, no. I'm probably not din"I believe-you do-mean it.
" -We can wind up our
"And now?
"
man you had become."
ing here. Excuse'me. 'Sumo men I be easily cured
perhaps I should say, your latest mt."I'm waiting for your choice."
affairs. And I'm ready to resign from
-Why now I-need It"
must see--"
.
• They swung into
het hospital tress."
‘s.h
After a little it came, gaspingly.
Somehow the confession, an uconBaker broke hastily away, passed a the company."
grounds and up to the-entrance Over
n
e, you-"'
"I have no choice 1-1 must con"You can't cure the fact that we
sidered remark that, however, had the her protest he deso•nded to help her
few words with a nearby group and
The storm burst, choking back sent"
have been together. And you can't
ring of sincerity impulsive sayings are to the ground. He took a queer pleas- speech, but finding an outlet through
It.' turned away and without another went out. The ruse was obvioue.
Are you going to add to the
Mark, feeling as though he had re- resign
silt to have, seemed to establish even ure in the pain the needless little his eyes. lie reached out swiftly and word or
glance for her, limped heavily
more firmly their intimacy It nerved service gave him.
(-aloe(' a blow in the face, stared after scandal by marrying that woman?"
caught her hand in a cruel clutch, out of the room.
-What woman?" Mark's voice was
him to his next remark.
the retreating figure. The genial smile
He sought her eyes. "Was it only crushing the soft useless member un"Kazia. don't yon think you coul I tell curiosity. Kazisr
Then he went to the rooms cool and steady.
faded
til her rings bit into the flesh and she
CHAPTER XIX,
me what has happened to you during
-The one that tented your head and
he had engaged
Passing the group
Her answer was not in words. cried out in pain.
all these years"
that had helped out Baker's ruse, he your wife was smart enough to di.'
Slowly she mounted the stairs to the
"Let me go." she gasped. "Tetere
Bond Though Free.
was conscious of their furtive curious cover,"
be disappointed," she began doorway, and turning, looked steadily burins rue."
The Truitt divorce sensation had
abruptly, "because, there isn't rnuch down upon him. Her face was white,
You
• then?"
heard unmet.
released her and sank hack Into reached
and passed its height
and it's commonplace enough. I mar- but her eyes were lustrous-and un- a .c
glaAnrr
cesed
ly
"No." growled Henley. "She's as --l n his rooms, his first act
h.
.Ihatiri
One
day.
when
the
decree
was
tied Jim and lived with him a year. speakably sad.
was to have back newspaper files sent mysterious as the rest of Your dink we've come to the end of scarcely two
weeks old, a man slighted up to him
'Then 1 left him. Not because he wasn't
For two hours he read
"Katie-our chapter, Unity But I'll give you- from
an
incoming
express train. Ile how, while he was winning back health do"I
Itind-heit• was. in his rough way, But
"We. mythical, you
"Good-by."
' ineitn
.
.
"
- Mark anus--one' more chance."
did not look like a roue 'ot the villain In the w1141>rnese end planning a life swered In a voice that did not betray
be was shiftless and he drank too
Ile had e
the answer he wanted:
"You'd think I were a criminal!-of a famous scandal, he himself did of limits; with his fellows, his name his relief. -There was no woman."
much.- He had no ambition atid-I But he re ceit,
it with a heart as
"W'e both are--but let that go. Here' not know that he had been heralded bad been bandied about on the tongues
wasn't happy with him, so I left him. heavy as lead_ He wanted her as he tofore you've
"What! You mw-an these stories
made our life And you:ve ' In such
a role His doctor would hardly of slander and gossip
abough I knew it hurt him."
As he read in aren't truer
had desired
mg since life began. failed
Since, our first month we've
have recognized him
lie was still the light of what had just happened
-A woman can do that," he Inter- And be could anly stand and, help- never been really happy, at
"You'd seen MO almost every day for
least in thin and the cane had
not been dis- the amazing accumulation of suggested years You might have guessed that."
rupted quickly
less, see her I. .ve him.
, each ether Now let me choose Let's
carded,
but
be
was
clear-eyed
and filth, only here anti there brushing the
"Some women do it. you mean. I've
"But last year--those wornen-"
I go away eemewheire---healthily bronzed and the limp was outer edges of tact. utter bewilderCHAPTER XVIII.
always been ashamed, though I never
"An experiment in idiocy-nothing
"To New York or abroad?"
far
less
noticeable
than at any time fluent filled - hint Shirley's brief com- worse There were no women, except
went back to him. 'Later, /got a di"Not to New York
broad
Sundered Bonds.
To since the aceldent.
munication. making mention of "some at arm's length."
vorce.
I went to live with Uncle
Dinner, on the rare occasions when Bethel or POMP pl
we ean
Six months he had spent- In the talk," received at the edge of the wit
Roman, but Piotr, who hadhated Jim. the Truitts
Henley surveyed him keenly. "Thera
dined together and alone,
elr's
nor hero wilderness, living in the open, dermas, -had not prepared him for
made it so unpleaeant I had to leave. was _marked'
t ahow did these etorea get out? But
by a careful formality 7";
sleeping under the stars, with no com- this. , _
'et
tie hated me. tem I think."
you needu't answer. I can guess. A
that was but a thin disguise for their
pany but his own thoughts and a tact"It's all -a, pack of dirty lies." he woman Is uever clever
"Or loved yota in Piotra peculiar mutual dislike
except when
At no other time,
turii
half-breed
Indian.
But
they
cried.
"How
could
the-se
had
fashion. But go on."
men, whO'Ve altos up to mischief.
save by hastily cured accident, were
been
not
lonely
months,
seen
nor
me gee in and out every day, bedid he
"After a while I found work in a they apt
:However," he went on, "this puts
to confront each ether. TO,.
think theni wasted . For they had neve it! What netters they. must be
"obacco factory, rolling cigars. Not quarrel
a different nue. on the matter As you
of the night of their first in
brought
him
to
what he was pleased themselves to be able to believe it' say,
•the kind you smoke, but cheap vile vitation-fri-llenles
I might have guessed the truth."
"s house had never
to cull a mew -.birth
things. It-it wasn't nice."
This, for Henley, was abject apology.
been healed
Each had gone a sepThe first news of the Truitte• sep- s
Pfeerliln
littYddGe:
g. ofil
'idis
sto
ma
rl
"I've heard of those holes," he mut- arate. way,
y7.11,"14
W
'
. ih
thy-a
Mark shook his head "My resignsignoring as far as possible
aration had revoked scant hits rat from
why, I can do nothing."
tered "You there- why-lion holds just the pante"
the other's existence
the gossips. liut as the time 'set for
lie was helpless.
"I was one of many," she went on.
"Are you going to let a little talk
With Unity the dislike had beesu genthe Nrial approached It began to be
"Then I am not free! eh.' has put drive you out"
"In two years I was :sick and in the uine. She
Henley demanded.
believed that when her
whispered about that more than. the a nierk on tiee-iiiiiit A./therm.. can't rub
hospial,,a heavenly place where there tasy
'-It Isn't that. I had decided before
husband haele se - suddenly and
stale
usual
story
of
domestic
-.out
disagree•
Mast we pay- forever tor our I knew of it Urn tired
was ventilation and nothing to do and
eg.the scramble:
definitely put an end to her .supretnment lay behind the affair The a his- anistatets;_o. .1" _
_ ,
good things to eat. I used to pray I'd acy, she had been
I want -pt-act'." ''Mark laughed dinrobbed of a right
beeratne
per
ait.audible
chorus It was
tow eveni?ho when his residence at cordabtly. "And
sever get well
I'm iettlag it with
that she, a woman and thetefere
a dull Beattie:1 Tni year wht is iii. 'moor- the club had continued shout three
"There isn't much more. I didn't' superior finer
reugeance."
being,. should en.leY
taut election irupended, there was a weeks, the affair came to a climax.
have to leave the hospital
One of Few:, of him and of what the man she
"A• much as you'll ever get ILdearth of spicy news, the newepapers lie was enterrng the grill for dinner.
thetiaternes •ook an interest. Ho had now perceived hint
Henley returned promptly
"I tams
to be might do if
avidly seised this chance to give flavor At the sound of his name from
billueeace and helped me to register as unagly_arayektelo kept dislike
a what you want. Who doesn't? Some '
to their returners. -ProrretwrrTrir- source,
gre
up
'OTT/Mere,
• as - auras tre a Inac-1--fiif
-be 1
-a1Re-delti: time or other every Mall wants, is
amid hot.
which might have been identified as voluntarily
work, and since I passed my examinathinks he wants, peace
With him it had, been rather conAnd if we
l'inty's
lawyer,
reporters
were
fur"That's all well enough," one of the had it, we'd want
tion I've always had cases. For the tempt for her airs
to die. I told you
for
nished material Oil.,innumerable sug- diners was saying. "A club's a
neat. I'm not educated. I've merely the uselessness to
club once before- things are, Accept them,
which, -even In a
geetive
miltiors.
Vague
but deftly and, of counts., we have 'to allow a
read a little, here and there, as I've woman, he
fit yourself to them,. forget theories
could not become moan j
worded innuendoes of Truitt's cruel en
eeu
rtia
einn thlatitude'bad time
Still,
er S
f,till,
w a whefi.1
-,. b
that lead nowhere. Pick out the thing
cited. lint on this night it -was both I
treatment
of
his wifeeppeared. of his
"That's all and not what you seemed contempt and
main
no• rising bitter resentsly pretligacy, of the one strikingly torious we couldn't have him in our you want moot and fight until you post
Just cruel selfishness in ment that. heightened
to expect
It Then fight to keep it. ItesIdee. Toe'
the emotional
handsome' *Oman who had captivated home's--" The speaker was
the beginning and a little lurk afte0Ayarouli.
checked
R Intent. The trouble with yea
'rf
s,":, his fancy and whom it „elm ,sepposed bystaarsk-a
ir
.
tg
.
kick
r
s
n
u
Irani
W"hich is not the success you
, She chose this hoer to lay aside the '
is, your atretigth is your greatest
•
*putt' marry aftet the divorce.
he
Mark,
•
group with eyes elaktiose you've too
Even You Couldn't Se ao Brut•i-'Cold. somewhat theatre hauteur It
much intattinfr
recent Truitt, who had cempletely els. froui %Well the mask had
11"7111:itP1.- .see more than that. I read wits her wont to asbume
momentarily Oen
And you're not a well mail yet,,
before tiltn
live a quiet, decent, nature:
appeared
leo
came
no
denial.
Ills
flight fnlien, 'met Palter* ea.oarrassed vice.
between tto. lines
Lens afterward.' In It stead, she don - lest, an air of
tee
tenet to your woods until yon re
till es begin over again and try to re and silence were taken as an admis•
Witts a contemptuous mile, he passed
recalling this scene, he remembered umph, of smiling *serest:iv...neer
sured. Then. you'll Ne-i the itch to
that rover what wt-i'err lost-or ratIlow what slots of guilt,
on to his owe Oster and ordered •
beer milek 'qua-trotting glance, but then he eas quick to corm. ct with th•or
get into the scramble again and break
we -11t.% .1:'? tad
I
At the trial, to be aUrtt, the tes
,djnmie'r which, he made such show'of
be gave It fib thought.
see the corn'- meeting in the- "park. She criticized
ifw heeds,"
"You are atee,krd!"
nmny was a iliatinct dieappointmentt eating as Meant rage and
sae to make a fight. the will to rise the knot of his necktie. Several Utile:A
pain al!tut Henley the phial...Veer tuel
"la It abitunir for P. man te ask hi. It proved merely commonplace dealer.
lowed.
'and . being 'equal to the opportunity she contradicted him wantonly,
done'
lie retuned his usual crisp
wife' -you've claimed the title--to ! lion and. totiehed but lightly on only
1
coffee
and
Ille
clear
when It carne
And I've head that
had just been
Finally be Vase abruptly and left the *bare the life he wants and needs?"
short lived period of dissipation brought when Baker
one
crested the room
the really charitable are never so to morn.
"You forget to consider what I would during eivick Truitt, rtt certain
Inrk."?71/4.11:Arrer, you can't resign. The
mid- an stood
his
• alisemselves."
Unity. too, rope and, following. over . hays'. from ouch an arnoigement." ,
.
new agreement with the men comes
night suppers, hail shared withOether
l'rt d -by
' he beg
l3ebi
'
a
n
"Oh, if. you will-- She broke of took him In the flreltt drawing, room.
uacertately
•"feett would have tile"
m• en the more or lege Interesirpg tom"Well!" Mark's upward ItIlinkV was up next yer And the Quietly company
with a shrug. "Let us talk of soma" "You are rude. I wish to - speak
she answered with R cemtetniatuon• p• oni;Ait etinciry nameless women .The
faces the fighl of its existence. %Veil
thing else."
witeloyou"
shrug
"I will do nothing so silly.,
need (Veil good head .we've got. Anti
deprived of the scandal for n.o•'
t
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a
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y
gown
itru
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'
er
.
as
usittut•?"
When a• length he breke the silenee.
-Tut going up to My study,'
You ask too much."
whir* its mouth bad been watering. --- "Aren't
It that isn't etiough, your withdrawal
you
afraid
of
care
es
•O
a
Was
•race
catching the troul.1 leave
StitilsitT t
his
'
•Ianiere suppoeid to. haVe given up
"Alt" Your.' franker than I thought &settled that...Uri Truitt
me to fight quitiby alone
bar)been
have you differ. nt What you've lost work. I tveliekt..- •
yqu could be l'neglad you're' frible7 overly maanatienous In thus sParttig
Anil I made you, theft forget that.
pl
.
"
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I
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m
e:Steerre
ntiaid
of
Lein& ktrked for
fa nethitia conteersol with whitt yanevel
"I wish to lernittive." •
He _reso. looking earimisly down at bar Vahan,' and let Its heated itnag:You ye got what, you wanted out 'of
• gained.'
1 ou weren't alone lier. "If you-look Meek. emit find red thi.thei• rniply the lacking details,
:'Now: peril
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"
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a
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;'. said Mark grimly, ffcwcotnpeny mei Me You can't thirtt
title ti1.01%..l bee heard slowly toward this erten...on itt.tfit
iv;v er asked you 'myth mg- until new. Truitt?enter/done defense asides. Alecroe
'-'1-an a pretty -teetieh customer. hut I., out emelt,' now,and shirk the respcuals'
For. a long minutes thoir give - 'I dohl t atnt to be then. What is Ft bflitt attitrta to tikit.--,;.-ttt
sitellttira".
leaet. WAILOUickle Winded down. larc Truitt 401II efffIlifill assaults -1111 {tubule,
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HENRY RUSSELL MILLER
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eassenger descended to the pavement.
At that moment • atomism ahem be
ri coittitzpki AA one of Unity's familiars,
approached, hi.. lifted- his hat and
She looked militantly at him
Weed
and passed on without greetiag. Hod
surged into his cheeks.
'Cut!" he muttered. "I suppose
Unit y'l% elven her version of our
siiiasli up Unity would."
Ho paid his fare. and entered the
portals from a hich no flesh man bed
ever been excluded
At the desk a
well dressed and usually very polite
young clerk see far forgot himself as
to look his entasement
"Mr Truitt! I Pommeled you were
stopped
out of town. I thought "
in confusion, remembering that it Was
no part of his business to think.
Mark looked hard at him. "You
thought?"
"1 thought you 'sere out of town,"
stammered the clerk
"I was. And now I'm hack." Mark
anneereel dryly "So I think I'll arrange for retells here Indefinitely "
Ner was this all of the city's greet.
lieg to the. returned wanderer. The
rooms arranged for, he turned eels,'

1
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MRS. THOMSON
TELLS WOMEN

4

Was Helped Darin.
Change of Life by Lydia E.

How She

Pinkham
'
s Vegetable

MAKE PERFECT JELLY
CRABAPPLES CAN NOT RI TOO'
HIGHLY PRAISED.

Excellent When Eaten as Alia -fse
Served With Roast Mutton or
Gams-Approved Method
of Its Preparation.

CALOMEL WHEN BILIOUS? NO! STOP!
ACTS LIKE DYNAMITE ON'LIVER
I Guarantee "Dodsons' Liver Tone" Will Give You the Best Liver
and Bowel Cleansing You Ever Had—Doesn't Make You Sick!

Pajernei for the DestItisii.
Hoboes eared for next winter at the
municipal lodging house in St. Louis
*III wear pajamas. If the plans of Director of Public Welfare Tolkacs are
successful
The pepsine' will not be fancy and
will not contain ribbons and elaborate
trimmings, but they will be serviceable
The night garments probably
will be made of material 'Willer to
that used for overalls mid jumpers.
The purpose of the pajamas equip
ment is to provide the lodgers with
covering during the night, while their
clothing is being sterilized. Tbeecots
used are of steel, and no bed clothing
is furnished

•
Stop using calomel' It makes you spoonful
and if it doesn't straighten
Crabapples make a most delicious sick. Dou't lose a day's work. If yoti you right up and make you feel
fins
jelly which has only to be Listed once feel lazy, sluggish, bilious or cousti- and vigorous I eye you
to go back to
pated,
listen
to
me!
to
be
proclaim
ed
thorough
the
ly
delect
store and get your money. DodPhiladelphia, Pa.-"I am just 52 years
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver son's
able. The wild apples should be gath•
of age and during Change of Life
Liver Tone Is destroying th•
I suf- ered while
which
causes
necruids
of
the bones sale of calomel because it is real liver
firm and fresh, but not
fered for six years
quite ripe enough to fall from the Calomel, when it comes into contact medicin•; entirely vegetabl
e, therefore
terribly. I tried sev'with sour bile crashis into it, breaking It cannot
1111.ix is BASUN WORTVII ITII WEIGHT
salivate or make you sick.
eral (ior tors but ivone trees Each one should be wiped with
is tool.11 IN TIM PHILIPPI/NICK
It
up This is when you feel that awI guarantee that one spoonful of
rontrarted malari• in iesi, and
They
seemed to give me a damp cloth to cleanse it
afirr
ful nausea and cramping If you feel Dedieres
should
then
be
weighed
and
put
any relief.
Liver Tone will put your ;a
In •
Every
4:tin ifrr
‘
tol,117hay•=ti
t7
.
; tur billre ernit4
ra
"all
knocked
out,"
big
if
preservi
your
ever
ng
is
pan
tormistirely
with one pint of
sluggish liver to work and clean your
cured m• tru arriving here I rraine
month the pains were
There 111 DO need to suffer the
down with tropical malaria the worst form
water to every pound and a half of pid and bowels constipated or you boeels of that sour bile
intense in both sides,
annoying, excruciating pain of
and conste -and sent bona. fur gaseeke
Armen
have
It
headach
e,
fruit.
dizziness, coated gated waste which is clogging
Let them boil till quite tender,
proved Its value It le wort It. weight In
neuralgia; Moan's Liniment laid
and made me mo
your (hold
acre. amide cill•pen,
on gently will soothe the aching
g, sus
weak that I had to then Strain through a colander, using tongue, if breath is bad or stomach system and making you feel miserabl
u 14 Cavalry,Dalavan, PlallIpplase•
e.
bead like niague Don't delay.
sour
just try a spoonful of harmless I guarantee that
MItal•
go to bed. At last a fiat wooden spoon to pulp them
o•eat•. ell drogglats
Irg
a bottle of Dodsores Tercel.
Post prepeld. them Klueaewaisi•Gua
Try it at owleit
uoc. oth.go se,
a friend recommen- through. \then the liquid is extract- Dodson's Liver Tone
Liver Tone will keep your entire fam- Wmislatirtou, D.
Here's my guarantee--Go to any ily feeling
ded Lydia E. Pink- ed measure it and to each pint allow
fine for months. Give it to
ham's Vegetable three-quarters of a pound of sugar. drug store or dealer and get a 50-cent your children. It is harmles
Dead Soldier's Gift.
have been a euRrrer with "4,i/treads
s; doesn't
Compound to me and I tried it at once Cook juice and
for ervarel rare au I ham tried dilemma
bottle
of
Dodson's
Liver
Among the tontillestions to Queen
Tone. Take a gripe and they like its pleasant
sugar together, boiling
Listimeate, but di eat.• ..intraest w sh.
taste.
and found much relief. After
Mary. of Erigland'a Work for Women
cst
bar.t
that 1 for 20 minutes. Remove the scum
L.rz
itt su
for,
r
.
hoa
had no pains at all and could
do my and pour the jelly Into small pots. MODERN WAR IS MERCIFUL NO GREAT DEMAND FOR BOYS fund reeve ed recently was an en•
failed "—P. H. W./4.am. A16061114. AA.
bo u me work and shopping the
Kagement ring which arrived by mail,
same It is very nice eaten by Itself as jam,
Mrs, Pei C. Cleirpeol. /14deperulaf
as always. For years I have priaaad
but can be used for garnishing, as it Under Existing Conditions the Wound- Male Children a Poor Second With accompanied by the following letter:
M'.. enites: "A Intact uf a. h.k1 tee.
ale
Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable
ed Are Given a Fair Chance
'The
Com- I. of a pretty red color. It is also exboy
who
gave
we
tills before
Those Who Would Become
•
it lot
"
l7iru
lf
r ar
Lia
•au,1
1n."
pound for what it has done for me,
le
b".
1Luailall
idas
to Recover Health.
be
went
cellent with roast mutton or game.
sway
will
never
come baek
Foster Parents.
and shall always recommend it as a woent
ititbura
"
s...lorn
"elem
".sol
o°eTlar
"
"
orith
lie made 111I. promise before be joined
."4".."16
b.e•aalirs•
--and makes• capital substitute for red
sad us •eirytlibt elm
W. east
tnan's friend. You are at liberty to
A general impression is that with
his
use currant jelly.
regiment to give it away if anyOres without l
We Wait a lie the kart
"The
French
are
receivin
g
they
in
my letter in any way."- Mrs.THOMSON
Imailimat made."
,
Crabapples In Sirup Is a very pretty powerful weapons of great precision homes refugees from Belgium and thing haepeped to him. It's a bard
649 W. Russell St., Philadelphia, Pa.
dessert dish, and although the apples greater loss of life and greater pain northern France. The Germans are ierench to part with it. but I terve
are caused. The view is almost cer- doing
Change of Life is one of the most take some time to
the same as regards the refu- ised him to do so. I send it to you
prepare they are
tainly luaccurete. The modern bul- gees from
critical periods of a woman's existence. worth doing,
as his gift to the Queen's fund."
oriental Prussia."
especially as they keep
let, says the Scotsman, unless it is of
Women everywhere should remember
eihe speaker was a returned tourist.
some time when bottled
that there is no other remedy known to
the soft•nosed type, is on the whole lie went on:
Money for Christmas.
The Ntrup must be made with two
carry women so successfully through
Selling guaranteed wear-proof hosi"Many French and German houseparts sugar to one of water, the in• merciful, and either kill. outright or
this trying period as Lydia E. Pink-ham's
gives its victim a fair chance of re- holds have
is the best remedy for rheumatism,
eredients being brought to the boll
neither room enough nor ery to friends et neighbors. Big Xmas
Vegetable Compound.
covery. It does not, as a rule, zuute meane
backache, sore throat and spraiaa.
enough to take in a whole fam- business.
Wear-Proof Mills. 3200
and allowed to cook gently till a fairlate.
If you want special advice ly strong thread can be
ily. They must confine themselves to Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.-Adv.
Al all dealers, 21c.
made by dipThe ambulance corps was practical- one child.
write to Lydia E. Pink ham Med- ping the fingers in the
Well, they invariably bid
Seed fon', cants in stampa for a
sirup and pull- ly unknown
60 years ago, and not then for a little girl. They never
icine Co. (confidential ), Lynn, ing a little. When
Lay something by for a rainy day,
want
the sirup is ready only
TRIAL BOTTLE
is aid brought mote rapidly to a boy.
31a.mii. Your letter will be opened, drop in the crabappl
and lust as soon as the ckmds begin
_
es and bring gen- the
wounded
, but it is far more efread and answered by a woman tly to the boll; remove
Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
4l have seen in my travels several to gather some fellow will come
the pan from
and held in strict confidence.
the fire, skim off the scum, lift out fective than in the pre-Lister days. hundred of these offers to take in along and borrow it.-New York
Dope. B.
Philadelphia,, Pa.
_
Rapidity of conveyetere had increased children-and
the fruit, put Into an earthenware pan
every blessed offer was Times.
To cure costiveness the medicine rnu•t be
beyond
all
mars thaw•pursati*r ; LI mu•t contain tonic,
compari
son.
In-the
presfor
girls.
and cover with the eirup. Let the
What is the cause, -this?
alterative and cathartic propert le•.
ent war It is true to Ka) that in many The cause must
An economical woman tries to make
fruit soak for 24 hours
evidently be that
Now drain cases
men
have
been lying in a Brit- girls are better behaved, more amiable her waist as small as possible.
W. N. U., MEMPHIS, NO. 44-1914.
off the sirup, add a little more sugar
and water anti repeat the process. Do ish hospital within 24 hours of re- and nicer all around than boys.
ceiving
their wounds. If the risk of
"The war, besides teaching me gethis at intervals of 24 hours till the
being lilt is greater, the chances of ography, has taught
me that female
posse•• them gualltirc and speedily restore sirup turns to a pink jelly and the
to the irrmel• their natural peristattic mattes.
crabisekies are saturated to the core recovery from injury have been ha- children stand miles higher in popular
so essential to reaullartiy•
Melleely
increase
d.
esteem than male children. Whales_
with sugar. They must be =handled
-—
the trouble with ite males! We'd betevery carefully so as not to leflak the
BEST
ETE
skins. The crabapples can he Used DANDRUFF AND FALLING HAIR ter look to ourselves."
FOR
ACHES
at once or bottled and used as
reA Modern Disease.
quired.
P. O. Box 3, Waneeo. W. Ve-"I was
For Nall in the Foot
Old Jake woke up and rubbed his
Cranberry jelly is almost indispen- troubled with dandruff, falling hair
Horses and cattle are liable to blood
eyes as he gazed on the unfamiliar stible with venison and lends piquanc
y and itching scalp for two or theee poisoning from stepping on rusty nails
room. Then he remembered, and to mutton, too. The cranberr
ies years. It was so bad at times my For such an injury apply Hanford's
bopped out of bed. Fifteen years had should be well washed and the dark. coat-collar would be covered so I was Balsam of Myrrh and get it into
12 GAUGE, .5 SHOTS
the
be saved out of the meager wages giv - colored berries picked out, as
these ashamed to go in company. It itched bottom of the wound It should kill
The
recoil
reloads this gun.
You simply pull the
en him by a grateful farmer, in order spoil the color of the Jelly. The
fol- so my head was irritated and pimples the poison germs. Always have a bottrigger for each shot
This new gun is safe, strong and
to visit London.
lowing is a popular recipe:
would come on my scalp. My hair tle in your stable, because you will
simple. It has all the good points of other recoil-operated
"Uncle," came his young nephew's.
Roil a pint of water and a pound came out badly; it became thin and find different uses for it. Adv.
shotguns, and many improvements besides.
voice at the keyhole, 'mother says'il and a half of berries together for
dry,
so
dry
that
it
seemed
as
though
ten
Among them are Nickel steel construction
Resonant Tum-Tums.
you come and set these marrer seeds. minutes, then rub through a colander
. there was no life in it.
Little Madge had been listening to
and see what you can do with the old Return to the preserving pan, add
"Remedies failed to do rse any good.
and a reloading system that requires no
black 'en what's got a bad leg!"
three-quarters of a pound of sugar and About a year ago I saw the advertise- her mother reading from the paper.
change for different loads.
meat. Of Cuticurs Soap and Ointment All was silent for some little time,
Uncle and nephew soon entered the boll for five minutes; pot down.
It's the Fowling Gun Par Excellence
and sent for a sample. After the first and then Madge burst out laughing
little back garden, when the old boy
Elderberry Chutney.
very
treatme
suddenly
stopped short with amazement,and ad.
nt
.
I discovered I was getting
When elderberries are ripe enough
"Why, dearle," said the mother.
better. I purchased 6oz:2
Plated his glasses to gaze at the small to gather a very delectab
1%S:deur&
le chutney
Where England Leads.
Soap and Ointment an
Many a harmless looking bottle configure on the grass 2lot, who was per- can be made as follows:
tinued "what Is it?"
England is ahead of the United tains a lot
"I was thinking of what you just
forming gymnastic feats.
of fish stories.
Ingredients-One pound of elderber- using them until I was completely
States
in
the
development of the au-1
cured." (Signed) Geo. W. King, Jan. read about the wild people in Africa,
"Does thy sister have fits, lad!" he ries, three ounces of
raisins, half a
totnatic
telephone service, and con- ;
mother," replied the child.
In jam, confectionery- and tin bag
asked. with concern.
pint of vinegar, a teaspoonful of sale 1, 1914.
"But there was nothing amusing tracts for automatic exchanges of the factories of Great lireteen many AW0112Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
"No, uncle," replied the nipper with six cloves, a little cayenne
and mace through
total value of nearly five hundred en earn only 81.50 per
out the world. Sample of each about that, dear."
a grin, "them's gymnastic feats."
(just a dust of each), one onion, two
week.
free.with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post"Why. yes there was, mother." said thousand dollars have been placed.
"I'm sorry 'bout that," quoth the ounces of sugar and one-quarter
of an card "Cuticur
TOUR OWN DRUGGIIIT WILL TYLL TOW
a, Dept. L,Boston."-Adv. Madge, "about their beating on their
old chap. -As she 'ad 'em long?"-- ounce of ground ginger.
Try Marine Bye Remedy for Red. mi. Sammy
turn-turns till they could be heard for • A TREATMENT THAT HEALS
Myes and Granulated 5y..1144.
Answers.
ho
Method-Run the berries through a
Mtn
I/ye Cosafore Wine for 'wit
orrha
n
=
miles."Everybo
Not
dy's
Due
Magazin
to
ignoranc
e.
e.
alf Ilan Free. Marine aye Baseedy Cosieve, then pound together the onion
ITCHIN
BURNI
G,
NG
'-SKINS
Doctor Briggs received a note from
An Emotionalist
and the rest of the ingredients, having
a farmer living back quite a ways in
To prevent gangrene use Hanford's
It's easier to make a bad matter
"So you're banging around broke stoned the raisins first. Put
Don't stand that itching skin humor
all to-swain?" said the policeman.
gether In an enameled saucepan and the country, requesting him to come Balsam because it cleanses and heals one day longer. Go to the nearest worse than it is to make a good masas quickly as possible to see his claNd the wound. Adv.
"Yea," answered Bill the Burglar. boil for eight minutes.
druggist and get a Jar of resinol °int- ter better.
Take the pan who was
very- sick with -a very bad
'I haven't a cent. I broke into a off fire, put the lid on and
twat (50c) and a cake of resinol soap
leave till cold."
War Snatches.
This is a free country, but you
Louse night before last and the poor the contents are cold.
When cold
Simeon Ford, the humorist of New (25c). Bathe the eczema patches with should be ashamed
The doctor examined the child and
mark of a taxpayer told ine such a store In jars and tie down with
to say some of the
resinol
soap
water,
and
hot
dry
and
parch- then turned to the
York, said the other day:
mother.
bard kick story that he had me shed. ment.
things you think.
apply a little resinol ointment.
"We
are
a
nation
"Don't
of
humorist
you
know,"
s
he asked, "that
din' tears an' lendin' him my las.
It's almost too good to be true. The
your little girl is coming down with We extract humor even out of war
Cent."
A widower never invests in a guitar
Canned Salad for Winter Use.
torturing, itching and burning stop inAs
I
walked
down
Broadway the other
the measles?"
or the purpose of serenading a ap
Clean and cut in dice carrots and
stantly,
you
longer
have
no
dig
and
to
morning
I overheard scraps of talk
"Yes, doctor.- was the woman's reMany a woman's imagination makes beets.
Leave small, pearl onions
scratch, sleep becomes possible, and ster. He begins right •here he left
like these:
ply, "I knew she was."
h. r an invalid
whole. Cut celery in strips. Cook
healing begins. Soon the ugly, tor- off at the end_of_ his-first courtskies"'The
missiona
ries
have
"Then
been
lookwhy
in
the
world,"
asked the
carrots, onions and celery in salted
turing eruptions disaphear completely
ing
for
heathen
s
in
the
doctor,
wrong
"did
counyou
write
pie that she had
water until tender. cook the beets
and for good.-Adv.
One Fellow's Wish.
tries.'
a very bad cold!"
separately until tender. Place in
Crawford-1 hear he thinks at map"'What's the matter with the late
layThe woman hesitated for a moment,
,re in Jars, fill with the eater
Sometim
es a man wakes up and dis- rying again. Does be hope to wet
cooked
Rudyard Kipling resurrecting himself
in, seal well. This makes an attrac- then, looking at her husband. said,
covers that he has a boss wife-and wife like his first!
and giving us a new war song!"
with
sullen
franknes
s:
tive garnish for fish, chops and
they live happily ever after.
Crabehaw-NO: different
steaiks
"-Carnegie's peace palace! The
in the winter, also an excellent com- ----teNeither hint nor me knes how to
_
kaiser
has
turned
it
into
epell
a
fort.'"
'measles
-Nation
.
al Monthly.
bination salad mixed with a little
French dressing. It is ready
at a
For harness sores apply Hanford
First Aid to Matrimony.
minute's notice, therefore nice
Balsam. Adv.
for
"The English military uniform."
emergencies
said General Holland. in Canton. "is
--wholesome, appetizing
The Greatest Chasm.
the best looking and it isalso the
Beef Roll.
The greatest chasm between the
food that puts life and
best to, fight in. Take the photoPass two pounds lean beef through
producer and the consumer Is te•
vigor into one, but doesn't
:neat chopper, add one tablespoonful graphs of the wounded and delta Eng- mudbole.
•
lish
0
officersrcr.y yellti has
Viscoun
Haearde
t
Perhaps this case may be similar es yours
n.
the
clog the system.
finely chopped parsley, one teaspoop
I would not discourage foreign mis-I
been lending its aid to just
ful salt, one teaspoonful onion juice, Hon. W. A.-Celli. Lieut the lion R. sionerey_work. !kit 1 ant rather envioes
J. Warier 1114 el' ties ell.) Same. CAL, welter
such
cases as this. In our
!
KeppeleDid you ever see such a handDentIensety-nt gime me much ;Manure to be able possession we have
, eneluarter teaspoonful mace,
Such food is
of the permanent highways thet have
onethouto send you % testimonial if hy. its
'
,
Whirl* WM. sands of testimonials of like
quarter teaspoonful,. Peeper, one egg some lot of uniforms!
sufferer year itosheines will dose much for bin... il-ey
been constructed In some of the counNo wonder all the English 'soldiers
ham
characte
ma
for
At
the
r.
f,u-tern
of
age
well beaten and one-third cup
I
wee
tr,.11led
tries to ehich we are-sending Chrissoft marry well." General Holland
er,...at deal with Malan& and tu'ouarwsla„ accompanied
concludPerhaps you are skeptical.
bread crumbs soaked in cold water
th the worst sett of large Mils. I was permacled by
ed_ ellandsome is that handsome does tian missionaries -Monier T. Wad.
my parerta whe hem always Men 'trona beams.he
but isn't it worth at least a
and wrung dry'. Mix 'thoroughly and
secretary Texas Good Roads associa15
inrrrr's
renami,m, to try the Golden eledleal
trial in view of such strong
shape into a roll. Place on pieces --and the English uniform certainly tion.
sawavery. I took one bottle and the has
all distestimony? Isn't It reasondoes havoc amongst the 'English heirappeared. but I did not stop at ono bottle. I took three
of salt pork in a baking pen, bake
and
the malaria all left me am! I have had so mime
able to suppose that if it
bhills to We day. Omaha to the Voids(' iloMma
The entire nutrition of about thirty minutes in hot oven, bast- esses."
has done so much for others
Hanford's Balsam is used to essi
Ihsomary' for my namt.
ing often.
It can do as much for yea?
ea wiretaps ter apaGedlehde tee pare
wheat and barley, inburns.
Adv.
Intsertant to mothers
UL
=
F
very mac\
Tsar draireirt will *web yea to
••••••Isetem amid I ham hem
'mow ti rie:ez=w"
Examine carefully every bottle of
eettaxec
.
Mism
Illeind or tablet farm or Too mob
Moe
cluding the vital mineral
isds4mc in
Canada Using Cotton.Seed Oil.
mad
GO eawimat seailapa Dm a OMR
CASTORIA.a safe and sure remedy for
Worth Knowing.
leg the whole enable; teenV evee
sae
'S
i
er
salts—phosphate of pot•••••••• 1 in..eteeleed hem The
has. £d
Because of the war, Canada Is alame•
When broiling steak, brush with Infants and children, and see that it
Illelhea. AM...a," Reed eel la SOIN.goplealle
ale him pegs
111///a/ao IL IL
ready in need of drugs and chemicals.
elite oil It will keep in the juice
ash, etc.—
Bears tbe
Scarcity of olive oil has led to the use
Always flour your pie tins instead of Signature of
•
of American cotton-seed oil as a subgreasing them
Long baked, easily
You won't have soft tn Use For Over
the luau
30 Years
stitute.
pies, says the Janesville Gazette
digested, ready to cat;
1. •I•
3hi1dren Cry for Flotoker's Caotoria
'Soup quickly goes sour in the warm
ideal food with cream or
Sure.
days, but it will keep sweet if a pinch
Pessimistic opinion.
"All the world's a stage," quoted the
milk, and fine in many
of carbonate of soda is added to every
' The good die young"
sage
quart_
combinations.
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Order of Eastern Star

Special Suit Sale

SixSuperbEntertainment

s.

Our buyer has just returned
from New York, where he purchased additional Suits, Latest
Models, at a big saving in pric
e.
Greens, Plums, a n d Black, i
n
broad-cloth, and Sagerdines, al
l
sizes, greatest suit values ever of
fered.
Real $15.00 and $18.00 Suits
at $12.50.
Real $20.00 and $22.50 Suits
at $15.00.
Real $25.00 and $27.00 Suit
s
at $18.00.
Real $30.00 to $45.00 Suits
at $25.00.
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